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ABSTRACT
This dissertation presents an enriched finite element procedure based on the use of
interpolation cover functions for low-order finite elements, namely, the 3-node triangular and 4-
node tetrahedral elements. The standard linear finite element shape functions are coupled with
interpolation cover functions over patches of elements to enrich the finite element approximation
space and obtain higher convergence of the finite element scheme. Throughout the thesis, we
describe the fundamentals of the enriched scheme used for analyses of solid mechanics and heat
transfer in solids, but these can be directly applied for other solutions. The cover functions not
only capture steep variations of a solution variable but also smooth out discontinuous inter-
element quantities such as, for example, stress jumps. The scheme gives similar convergence
rates as the equivalent higher-order standard finite elements but can be numerically more
efficient due to the use of the simple finite element data structures.
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Since the enriched cover interpolations are compatible, the scheme provides flexibility to
use different cover orders for different patches and efficiently increases solution accuracy
without any local or global mesh refinement. Adaptive cover interpolation procedures can be
used based on an evaluation of the gradient of the computed field variables. This study presents a
fully automatic adaptive interpolation procedure where an error indicator is introduced to apply
appropriate local cover orders at the finite element mesh nodes to efficiently improve the
accuracy of the solution. The power of the adaptivity is illustrated by two- and three-dimensional
simulation examples.
Thesis Supervisor: Klaus-JUrgen Bathe
Title : Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION, BACKGROUND
AND THESIS OBJECTIVES
1.1. On Numerical Methods
Over the past decades, numerical methods, dedicated to increasing computational
resources, have received an unprecedented attention by mathematicians, scientists and engineers
in that we can build advanced engineering systems through computer-aided modeling and
simulations in a cost-effective way. Historically, these numerical methods originated centuries
ago. For example, Thomas Harriot (1560-1621) invented the finite difference interpolation
method for the construction of navigational tables [1], which led to the famous finite difference
scheme to solve differential equations. Newton's method (also referred as the Newton-Raphson
method) was described by Isaac Newton in 1669 (published in 1711 by Willian Jones) [1-2],
which is one of the most powerful iteration methods to obtain nonlinear solutions even in the
present days. Since the nineteenth century, mathematical foundations and theorems supporting
the well-known weak formulation have been pioneered by celebrated mathematicians such as
David Hilbert (1862-1943), Boris Galerkin (1871-1947), Ivan Bubnov (1872-1919), Walther
Ritz (1878-1909), Sergei Sobolev (1908-1989), etc. Detailed historical backgrounds of numerical
methods can also be found in many publications, for example see [3-6] and the references therein.
Since then, countless further modifications and improvements have been introduced by later
researchers to effectively solve specific problems directly or in a coupled manner; some are
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already proven and robust, some are in the process of being developed, and some have been
recently introduced.
The majority of numerical methods fall into either strong form or weak form methods.
The strong form methods (such as, mostly, the finite difference method) discretize the
differential equations directly, while the weak form methods (such as the finite element method)
establish an alternative integralform that governs the same physical phenomena and then solve
it. The term 'weak' stems from the fact that the order of differentiation is reduced by the use of
the divergence theorem in the process of weak formulations; hence we encounter a weak
requirement in derivatives, see also Section 2.2.2. The 'strong' denotes its opposite. There is no
absolutely better form, one over the other and, therefore, one must choose the more appropriate
form according to the problem to be solved, the characteristics of the governing partial
differential equations, the accuracy and efficiency requirements, the geometrical complexity, the
ease of boundary treatments, and sometimes considering the analysis purpose or programming
efforts.
Traditionally, such strong and weak forms are discretized over a pre-determined data
structure, known as a mesh (or a grid). Using a mesh implies that the simulation data structures
and required preparations are ready before starting an analysis, while methods using no mesh
repeatedly update the required data structures during the analysis. Hence, using a mesh allows to
implement an algorithm more intuitively, directly and efficiently. The finite element method is-
we believe by experiences and literature reviews-the most promising mesh-based method for
analysis of many boundary and initial value problems. However, in engineering practice, a
substantial effort is frequently needed to ensure that the mesh is fine enough in certain areas, but
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not too fine in other areas, and to achieve the desired solution accuracy may require that a
problem be solved with a number of meshes. In particular, in large deformation analyses, the
mesh may need to be adapted during the incremental solution because distorted elements cause
loss of solution accuracy and inhibit ideal convergence rates [4]. However, adaptive re-meshing
algorithms require projections of solutions from one mesh to another, which requires special
procedures in order to avoid a significant loss in solution accuracy [7-11].
In this vein, there has been an increasing attention to another class of numerical methods
to increase the effectiveness of the numerical solution, so-called meshless or meshfree methods.
Nonetheless, even if most meshless methods are free from the arduous meshing tasks, there exist
a lot of other difficulties. Belytschko et al. [12] proposed the element-free Galerkin technique,
based on the diffuse element method originated by Nayroles et al. [13]. However, this method is
not a truly meshless method since a background mesh is required for the integration even if the
interpolation uses no mesh. Since this scheme adopts the moving least squares approximation,
the delta function property in the shape functions is not generally satisfied; hence, the essential
boundary conditions must be dealt with using the Lagrange multiplier or penalty methods. Liu et
al. [14] developed the reproducing kernel particle method based on an integral representation of
a function, which is well-suited for the smoothed particle hydrodynamics. But this technique
uses a number of artificial factors that are empirically determined and not physically based [15].
Duarte et al. [16-17] presented the h-p cloud meshless method, which uses the general Shepard
function and constructs a set of moving least squares functions. To ensure a positive-definite
system matrix, however, a much larger number of local nodes must be used than the number of
base functions, which increases the bandwidth in the system matrix and therefore reduces the
computational efficiency. To improve upon the integration efficiency, Ofate et al. [18]
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developed a point collocation technique that uses a weighted least squares interpolation and point
collocation, thus bypassing integration. However, the weighted least squares shape functions in
general are incompatible and the solutions based on point collocations are very sensitive to the
choice of collocation points. Atluri and Zhu [19] proposed the meshless local Petrov-Galerkin
method, which is more stable for relatively irregular node distributions and allows any
configuration for the local sub-domains. However, major drawbacks of the Petrov-Galerkin
formulation are that the system matrix is not symmetric and that a complex local background
integration must be used. De and Bathe developed the method of finite spheres [20-23], in which
a specific choice of geometric sub-domains, test and trial function spaces and integration
schemes are coupled with the standard finite element discretization. This method is one of the
most powerful meshless techniques available for the solution of problems in solids and structures,
but computationally expensive. Additional advantages and disadvantages in meshless methods
are also presented in [5].
Major disadvantages in meshless techniques over mesh-based methods are expensive
numerical integration, special treatment of the essential boundary condition, and stability issues
in the linear system, see [24-25]. For these reasons, mesh-based methods are still being
employed dominantly, and particularly in the analyses of solids, fluids, thermal, electric,
magnetic fields, etc. However, a variety of enrichments can be used in the finite element
framework. We shall demonstrate those advances in the following subsection.
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1.2. Enrichments in the Finite Element Framework
In order to develop more effective finite element methods, various approaches have been
pursued. One approach is to use traditional finite element formulations with special enrichment
functions, specific to the problem being solved. This is a natural way to improve the
effectiveness of finite element analysis, and the first developments in that regard, for example,
were published by Bathe and Almeida [26-27] and Bathe and Chaudhary [28] for the analysis of
pipes and beams to incorporate ovalization and warping effects. Moes et al. [29], Belytschko and
Black [30] and Daux et al. [31] incorporated enrichment functions to account for the presence of
cracks, see also [32] and the references therein. However, since these schemes are mostly
derived towards the effective treatments of problems with discontinuities, the enrichments are
not of general nature in continuum mechanics. Even if the mesh in the methods does not need to
conform to the cracks and numerical integrations can be performed over sub-triangles
reproduced at near crack surfaces, a very fine mesh is still needed near the crack tip to obtain
accurate results. Melenk and Babuska [33-34] presented the partition of unity finite element
formulation to include Ansatz spaces containing the local properties of solutions, and Strouboulis
et al. [35-36] used special handbook functions which reflect the local character of the solution.
The mesh in this technique can be always regular and independent of the problem domain.
However, these schemes focus on the more effective solution of specific problems and, in
general, do not apply to the solution of nonlinear problems.
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To obtain an exponential rate of convergence, the p -version of the finite element method
was first studied by Babuska et al. [37-40], in which the sub-domains (elements) are kept
constant and the degree of the approximating polynomials is increased. This method yields high
degree of sparsity in the system matrix due to the use of Legendre polynomials for quadrilateral
or brick elements. However, when triangular or tetrahedral elements are used, particular
orthogonalized hierarchical basis functions must be introduced. But those functions not only give
rapidly increasing condition numbers with increasing polynomial orders [41-42] but also
increase the complexity of implementation because the type of functions used (e.g. edge, face,
body functions) depends on the dimension.
In another development, Shi [43-46] proposed the numerical manifold method, which
combines the advantages of the classical finite element method and discontinuous deformation
analysis techniques [47-49]. It allows arbitrary boundaries and internal physical features without
the need for the mesh to conform to the geometry, see for example [50-54], and enables the more
effective analysis of problems with discontinuities such as cracks and crack propagations [55-57].
The use of physical and mathematical meshes renders the method the most general scheme
among the aforementioned other enrichments. However, this method is very expensive and hard
to program, and the global coefficient matrix often suffers from rank deficiency [24].
Therefore, we look back to the usual finite element method but pursue a more robust and
stable enrichment that is practical for the analysis of solid mechanics, heat transfer and other
engineering problems. Section 1.3 summarizes the objectives of this work.
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1.3. Thesis Motivation and Objectives
The finite element method is a very effective technique for the solution of general
physical problems since the numerical integration can be performed efficiently, the essential and
natural boundary conditions can be easily imposed, and the global system matrix does not suffer
from rank deficiency. In this thesis, we shall embed the interpolation cover functions, expressed
with a complete set of polynomial bases, into the usual finite element partition of unity functions
and endeavor to make the scheme as robust as possible. Of course, for special problem solutions,
effective special interpolation functions may be incorporated, as done in [26-36, 58]. However,
we focus on the polynomial-based enrichment since the numerical integrations can be best done
using Gauss quadrature [4]. Above all, considering any proposed scheme, it is important that the
global system matrix in the procedure has no rank deficiency and is stable [4, 24, 25].
We focus on a scheme to increase the convergence of the traditional low order finite
element discretizations using 3-node triangular and 4-node tetrahedral elements in two- and
three-dimensional analyses, respectively. The procedure uses the underlying finite element mesh
enriched with interpolation covers over element patches to significantly increase the convergence
order of solutions, even when distorted elements are introduced. While we focus on the specific
details of the scheme, the theory of the procedure can be derived from and is closely related to
the enrichment methods discussed in [31, 33-34], the numerical manifold method [50-54, 59-60],
the use of Taylor polynomials [61-63], and the schemes discussed in [64-66]. A particular
difficulty discussed in these references is the linear dependency of the equations reached which
is handled using special algorithms [24].
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The contributions in this work are to show that, for the interpolation covers used on 3-
node triangular 2D element and 4-node tetrahedral 3D element meshes, no rank deficiency is
encountered-which we believe to be one of the most important requirements in practical
analyses-that the boundary conditions are best imposed as in the standard finite element
method, and that, with the scheme used, a reasonably well conditioned global coefficient matrix
is obtained.
In the traditional finite element method, there is still the burden that a good mesh (i.e. a
well-refined mesh) for the analysis of a physical problem is needed. Of course, to achieve for
general analyses a higher rate of convergence, higher-order elements could be used, adaptively
for efficiency, for example in the areas at stress concentration regions or boundary layers. As
mentioned above already, such approach has been pursued previously, and notably with the p -
version of the finite element method [37-40]. However, although proposed about 3 decades ago,
these schemes are hardly used because the system bandwidths can increase significantly, the
conditioning of the coefficient matrices becomes bad and the data structures in codes are
complicated. On the other hand, simply higher-order elements, like 6-node elements instead of 3-
node elements in 2D solutions, could be used in certain areas. For such a procedure, to be used
adaptively, the data structure in codes would be very complicated, because transition elements
would have to be used, and adaptively [4]. Even if good meshes can be directly obtained by
some skilled engineers using their experience and knowledge about the target physical
phenomena, an ideal meshing task, especially in 3D solutions, requires much human labor [67].
Instead, we pursue a novel scheme in this thesis that is applicable in general finite element
analysis, that is relatively simple to implement in finite element codes and shows quite general
solution features. In this vein, we finally focus on a method that can be employed in an adaptive
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manner based on the evaluation of stress jumps, with different interpolation orders for different
regions of the problem to be solved. This essentially allows the scheme to work efficiently with a
minimal use of local refinement or re-meshing [68-69].
Chapter 2 gives the finite element formulation enriched by the use of interpolation cover
functions. Thereafter, Chapter 3 discusses the key theoretical aspects regarding the stability and
convergence of the scheme. Chapter 4 demonstrates numerical issues regarding the stability and
computational expense of the method. Chapter 5 presents some illustrative solutions to
demonstrate the proposed combined interpolation procedure. Chapter 6 presents a fully adaptive
interpolation technique and illustrative practical solution examples using an adaptivity indicator,
and finally in Chapter 7, we give our concluding remarks on the method. We also describe a
program to perform the enriched and adaptive finite element analyses in Appendix A.
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CHAPTER 2:
ENRICHING FINITE ELEMENTS
In this chapter, we first present the functional approximation of a field variable. The
enriched interpolation space is larger than the one for the usual finite element interpolation. Due
to the use of the standard finite element partition of unity, the enriched interpolation is
compatible, and we can directly employ the usual differentiation rules and integration rules and
finite element assemblage process [4].
2.1. Functional Approximation
Consider that a standard finite element mesh has been established for the solution of a
physical problem. In the usual finite element method, all elements are pieced together covering
the whole domain without overlapping, and the solution accuracy is governed by the kind of
element and mesh used. To enrich the finite element interpolations, we proceed, as it seems
earliest done in the numerical manifold method, and define small sub-domains that overlap each
other, where the common regions of the overlapped sub-domains are the finite elements in the
given finite element mesh. In this work, the sub-domain is referred to as an interpolation cover;
frequently referred to later as cover for short. In each cover, we assign an interpolation cover
function, which allows for a higher-order interpolation of the solution sought and hence better
solution accuracy. While in theory the approach has considerable generality, we focus on the
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enriched finite element interpolation for the use of three-node triangular finite elements in two-
dimensional (2D) solutions, from which the 1D and 3D cases can directly be inferred. We
consider the low-order finite elements because these are robust both in linear and nonlinear
solutions, but the major shortcoming is the solution accuracy obtained.
2.1.1. Interpolation Covers with Polynomial Bases
Let QN NfxI' be a set of N given nodal points x = (x,,y) Er), and let ( {:m(
be a family of e triangles generated by QN, which conforms to the problem domain Q in which
we seek the solution variable u
(1)
M=1
without overlap, that is, Sin lk =0 for j w k . Figure 2.1 (a) shows the piecewise linear
interpolation function h1 used in the solution. Let Q3 be the support domain of h, , i.e.
C, = supp(h), Vi = 1, ---, N, which we call the cover region or simply cover for short. Hence the
cover region Q corresponds to the union of elements composing the node i as a vertex, see
Figure 2.1 (b).
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Y(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.1. Description of sub-domains for enriched cover interpolations: (a) an usual linear
nodal shape function, (b) cover region or elements affected by the interpolation cover, and (c) an
element.
For each E' c Q let i(m) be the set of cover indices defined by
i (m):={i: C n 'm # o}. (2)
Reversely, the underlying finite elements are the overlapped region of interpolation covers, i.e.
EM={T : T c C, Vi e i (m)}, Vm. (3)
For the 3-node triangular element, the overlapped region of the three covers Q , C, and Ck
constitutes element m and hence i4(m) = {i,], k} as shown in Figure 2.1 (c). To now enrich the
standard finite element interpolation for the solution of the variable u , we use interpolation
cover functions, that is, over each cover region, we assign a set of complete polynomial bases.
Let u, be the usual nodal variable for the solution of u, then we use the polynomial bases of
degree p over the cover region C, given by
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(4)
Here the co-ordinate variables (Y,) are measured from node i (hence the subscript i does not
denote a co-ordinate value but simply the node i at which the origin of the co-ordinate system
(,,J ) is located, see Figure 2.2 (a)). Hence, the scalar u, is the usual nodal value and the
vector 4 =[a,, a,2 .-] lists additional degrees of freedom for the cover region C.
3
3.- 3
1
y
I-+x
(a)
2 X2 2
1
(b)
Figure 2.2. Co-ordinate systems for a three-node triangular element: (a) global system (x, y)
and nodal local co-ordinate systems (Y,, j,), and (b) isoparametric co-ordinate system (r, s).
The enriched cover approximation of a field variable u is represented as an operator
ICP[u], in which we sum the element-wise contributions of 7'[u] incorporated with the family
of the partition of unity h,:
e e(-
ICp[u] := hTP[u]= X 3 hiu,+ Z 8,a
M=1 ie-ic(M) M=1 ( teic(M) tic' (M)
(5)
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P, P[u]=u,+(i, Y,' Yf,y, y7| ... y7f ;.
where
I,=h i , i (6)
Of course, if 'P0[u]=u,, vi is adopted, then the scheme reduces to the standard linear
finite element interpolation. Indeed, as seen in Eq. (5), we can regard the enriched interpolation
as the standard finite element interpolation plus additional high-order terms. While these terms
can be derived in various ways by the approaches mentioned in Section 1.3, it is one of the
objectives here to focus on these enriched interpolations and evaluate how they perform in
analysis.
Before giving more insight about the enrichment approach, we first summarize the well-
known basic properties of piecewise linear nodal shape functions in the following:
* Property 1 - Partition of unity: .h,(x) =1 Vx e Q
" Property 2 - Delta function property: h, (x) = J,
* Property 3 - Inter-element compatibility: , ht, e C(Q), Vt, eR
e Property 4 - Linear independence: ga h, =0 <> a, =0, Vi
where the Kronecker delta function is
1 when i= j
"{0 when i f (7)
Now we demonstrate the functions and meanings of the enriched terms. Let us use the
term quasi-interpolation functions to denote the components in Eq. (6), i.e. hYif7," where and
q are integers (positive in this work). We can then evaluate the coefficients in Eq. (4) at node i
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by taking partial derivatives of the interpolation cover function 77P[u] with respect to the nodal
co-ordinate variables. Assuming that a complete set of polynomial bases of degree p is used,
letting ui = ajo, and assigning the subscript k to refer the numbering of the coefficients used, we
can determine the coefficients by
(() [
,y,)=(0,0) +=0
(8)
where 0 + q p and for =0 and q = 0, respectively, no derivative is taken. We do not use
in Eq. (8) the overcurl (~) on the coefficients because u, = aO . Now using T =x-x, and
y, = y - y, , the enriched interpolation in the triangular element, given by Eq. (5), can be
interpreted as the linear interpolation (or the weighted average, supported by Property 1) of three
associated cover functions that are defined by Taylor polynomials expanded along each set of
cover coordinate variables. This interpolation spans higher spatial bases than the standard finite
element interpolation.
Property 2 implies that the Kronecker delta property is not satisfied for the quasi-
interpolation terms. Indeed, they are zero at all nodes in the cover, because the nodal co-ordinate
variables (-, y) vanish at node i and also hi (X) =0 , Vg e 8C, , where aC denotes the
boundary of cover region C. Hence, the Kronecker delta property is satisfied for the full
interpolation cover function because u, (or h) satisfies it. This fact allows that the essential
boundary condition can be easily imposed as in the standard finite element method, see also
Section 3.1.2.
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fa k=(p+1)(p+2)/2-1 =
ikIk=0 !7!
Property 3 directly gives that the enriched interpolation is compatible, while calculated
derivatives of u (e.g. strains and stresses) are not continuous and yield some jumps between
elements, same as the usual finite element interpolation. The compatibility enables to use
different cover orders for different regions in a combined or adaptive manner, see Section 2.1.4.
Since the degree of jumps can be decreased with increasing mesh density or with increasing
cover orders, we shall use this feature to develop a fully adaptive scheme, see Chapter 6.
Property 4 states that the usual interpolation functions are linearly independent, which
yields a stable global system matrix [4]. However, Property 4 does not hold in general with the
whole cover interpolation terms, see [24]. Instead, we can ensure the stability of the linear
system by eliminating cover degrees of freedom at some particularly chosen boundaries. We
demonstrate the details in Section 3.1.2.
Using global co-ordinate variables (x, y) as employed in [50-54, 59, 64] is theoretically
identical to using the local co-ordinate measures (x, -,) given in Eq. (6). However, the use of
local co-ordinates is numerically important in that, firstly, the matrix conditioning is improved
and, secondly, the nodal value u, is separated from the additional degrees of freedom. Hence, the
essential boundary conditions can be directly imposed on u by also enforcing A4 =0 . This
treatment is indeed a necessary condition in order to avoid a rank deficient global matrix, see
Section 3.1.2.
2.1.2. On the Use of Interpolation Covers
An arbitrarily high degree of polynomial bases can be adopted in the enriched cover
interpolations. However, since high-order covers yield more unknowns (and, as we shall see,
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larger condition numbers of the system matrix), we shall mostly use up to the quadratic covers in
this work, i.e. we shall use p 2, while we sometimes use cubic covers in the fully adaptive
interpolation scheme to give a more flexible choice of cover series, see Chapter 6.
For field variables u and v in Q (R2 ) , the enriched interpolations over a 3-node
triangular element m given by Eq. (5) are
U("'M=) (h, u,+ _A&" ), (") = (h, v, + L )
i((M) i e(M)
(9)
where u and v, are
coefficients.
the usual nodal values, and the a~ and a are vectors of unknown
For linear covers, we have
I, = h, [I y,] (10)
and for quadratic covers we have
2l xy ~2 ]. (11)
The bases for cubic and higher-order covers are directly inferred from the Pascal triangle manner
[4-5]. Using properly arranged unknowns in vectors, the enriched interpolations um) and vi"') in
matrix form become
uhi") iH("') f$(m)
v" 0 0
0 0 a"
H(I ") (" v
a'
(12)
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in which H() is the classical finite element interpolation matrix and $(" =)[$1 $ 2 8 3]
where the element local subscripts (1, 2, 3) correspond to the global covers (i, j, k ) in Figure.
2.1 (c). Applying the usual differentiation rules, we have
uL"1 Hm) $t(m) u] ) H" (m)" v1
uM) H(m) j"iu [v5() H(") $t(m) Lv (13)
with
H() fjM)1
H7m) km)
,y j1
-
1 Him)
f(M)1
-,r
ft(m)
-ISj
(14)
where (r,s) is the isoparametric co-ordinate system shown in Figure 2.2 (b) and J is the
Jacobian of the element [4], evaluated for each element without high-order coefficients. In order
to use the local co-ordinate variables in the isoparametric frame, the interpolations such that
= (h -
kei(im)
y i,= (h 
-
keie4m)
Vi (15)
with h, = h, (r, s) are used. Note that
ax- 
-
-, L
ax Oy
Vi (16)
obviously by the definitions of - and y,.
We should note that in the proposed scheme we only enrich the interpolations for the
solution variables, the underlying geometry used is the geometry represented by the original
mesh of low-order elements only. This clearly means that we have limitations as to how much
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S- 
---'7 - 0,
By 8x
the solution accuracy can be increased near complex curvilinear boundaries. However, we shall
also show later that indeed, always, in practice, the underlying mesh should be a reasonable mesh
describing curved geometry and giving already overall a reasonably good solution. Hence, the
enrichment should only be used to only somewhat increase the accuracy of the solution, and for
example not be used with a very coarse starting mesh and very high-order enrichment functions,
see Chapters 5 and 6. This indeed would even lead to calculating artificial stress concentrations
at artificial corners created by the original coarse mesh. On the other hand, the enrichment
procedure could be extended to also enrich the geometry interpolations [70-74], but this work is
outside the scope of this thesis.
2.1.3. Normalization of Cover Bases
Since the local co-ordinate variables - and , in Eq. (4) have a physical length
dimension, the influence of the quasi-interpolation functions depends on the cover size, that is,
the similarity in the function shapes does not hold as inferred from Eq. (15)1. This fact frequently
causes significant differences in the magnitudes of matrix entries, and the matrix conditioning
becomes dependent on the size of the problem domain even if the same mesh pattern is
employed, see Section 4.1.1. In order to avoid this, we can normalize cover degrees of freedom,
in that we may use a, / h corresponding to the linear terms and a, / h2 to the quadratic terms,
etc., where h is a characteristic length scale used in the mesh. Of course, the h terms are taken
into the interpolation matrices, so that Eq. (4) becomes
1Note that in the isoparametric frame the usual interpolation function h, is a dimensionless weighting function, which implies
that the similarity in its shape is preserved.
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i )2 - -2 _ p
'iI[u] = uj+ 4 A A .... (17)
h h h h h h) h)
This approach is introduced in [63, 65-66], in which h is chosen, for example, as the element
length for simply structured meshes, or as the diameter of the largest element in the cover.
By normalizing the cover degrees of freedom, the similarity in the high-order functions
holds-they are then no longer quasi functions-and the dimensions of a and ui are equal if Eq.
(17) is used. Most importantly, the matrix conditioning then does not depend on the domain size,
but, rightly, does depend on mesh patterns or the mesh density (as in the usual finite element
method). It should be noted that the use of normalized bases does not change results as long as
the system matrix is reasonably well-conditioned. There is little mathematical meaning in the
normalization of cover degrees of freedom, and using the normalized bases makes it less natural
in understanding the enriched interpolation as a weighted average of Taylor polynomials. Indeed,
the normalization is simply used for stability, see results in Chapters 5-6.
2.1.4. Compatibility and Adaptivity
As briefly mentioned in Section 2.1.1, the enriched interpolation of u is compatible over
the whole domain. This essentially allows to apply different cover orders in different cover
regions. For example, the cover interpolation for node i in Figure 2.1 (c) can be of different
degree than the other cover functions for nodes j and k , and vice versa. This fact can be
naturally used in an adaptive interpolation scheme without using any transition element [4],
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which minimizes the necessities of re-meshing or local refinement. To define such adaptive
interpolation schemes, we modify the operator used in Eq. (5) to
IC{ad} [U] p i hfP')[u] (18)
m=1 ici (M)
where {ad} denotes the set of covers used and p(i) denotes that the polynomial degree p now
depends on the node i. For example, if only linear and quadratic covers are adopted, then our
scheme is given by C 2,. Note that the cover series {ad} is user-defined but where the
different cover interpolations shall be used in the mesh may either be user-defined or
automatically established in an iterative scheme.
Chapter 5 presents some experiences on combined cover interpolations determined based
on the gradients of the solution field, and how the solution accuracy varies according to the
choice of cover series. In Chapter 6, we present some fully adaptive scheme solutions that to
some extend illustrate the generality of the method.
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2.2. Finite Element Formulation
The theoretical foundation used in the usual finite element method is directly applicable
to the enriched scheme. In this section, we summarize the well-known principal theorems of the
finite element method and governing equations for solid mechanics and heat transfer, and present
how the enriched interpolation scheme is analyzed in the framework. The statements in this
thesis focus on the static linear analyses, from which the dynamic or nonlinear cases can be
inferred according to the procedures given in [4].
2.2.1. Solid Mechanics: Review of Fundamental Equations
We first briefly present the model problem used in this work: the solid mechanics.
Consider a three-dimensional solid body in Q e R3 bounded by s . The governing equations of
the static structural equilibrium under the externally applied body force fB and surface traction
fs' applied on Sf can be written in differential form (using the Einstein summation convention)
"Y~1 IfB , i=l1,2,3 (19)
with the Neumann and Dirichlet boundary condition given as
Sr ffn
n = f s on (20)
uj =uS. on Su
such as that shown in Figure 2.3. The internal stress r, is related to the strain c. by the
constitutive relation (or the generalized Hooke's law)
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ry =Cynfk
in which Cu is the symmetric elasticity tensor, i.e.
Cc =C, =CUIk =CU
and the engineering strain is given by the kinematic equations, i.e.
ey = u, + u,)
(21)
(22)
(23)
For concise descriptions, we would use the numbered subscripts for the displacements and co-
ordinate system such as u = {uI,,u 3 }' and x = {x,, x 2 , x3 }' instead of {u, v, w}T, etc. Using a
differential operator and the vector forms of the stress and strain given as
Finite element m
Nodal point j
S, n1
Figure 2.3. General three-dimensional free solid body diagram subjected to prescribed body
force and surface traction, and a discretization with a 4-node tetrahedral element mesh.
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00 o / ax
a / ax, 0
T22
i"3 3
'"13
T12
'E I ' ' e '
622 622
6 633 633
- 26E23 r23
2613 713
~ 2612, y,
(24)
(25)
for the three-dimensional case, we can re-write Eqs. (21) and (23) in matrix forms
r =Ce
6 =1Bu
and Eq. (19) as
13+fB=0
or
3TCB u +fB .
Furthermore, the Neumann boundary condition in Eq. (20) is
whe= f S'
where the components of the unit outward normal vector n E 1R3 are arranged in the matrix
_N_=
n,
0
0
0
n 3
_n2
0 0
n2 0
0 n3
n3 n2
0 n
n1 0
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a / ax, 0 0
0 a / ax 2
0 0 a/ax3
0 a / x 3 a /ax 2
a / ax 3
a/ax 2
(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)
A general constitutive matrix for the 3D case of an isotropic material can be written as
(=[ce,] where i,j=1,---,6. (30)
For isotropic materials, we can reduce Eq. (30) to
Cisotropic =
c 1  c12  c12  0
C11  C12  0
cl 1 0
C11 -C 12
2
sym.
0
0
0
0
C11 -C 12
2
0
0
0
0
0
C11 -C 12
2_
(31)
i E(1-v)(1- 2v)(1 +v)
Ev
(1-2v)(1+v)
where 'sym.' stands for 'symmetric', and E, v and G denote Young's modulus, Poisson ratio
and shear modulus, respectively. Under the two-dimensional plane stress assumption, we have
Qriane stress = 2 v1-v
-0
V 0
1 0
0 (1-v)/2
and we have for the plane strain assumption
Criane strain = E(-v) v/ (1-v)(1 + v)(1 - 2v) 0
v / (1- v)
1
0
0
0 (1-2v)/(2-2v)
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with
CI1 -C 12
2
E
= = G(
2(1 +v) (32)
(33)
1*(34)
These equations governing linear elastic solid mechanics are well given in [4-5, 75] and
many other textbooks. We shall present how the governing differential equations are replaced by
a weak formulation in the next subsection.
2.2.2. Weighted Residual Method and Principle of Virtual Work
The weighted residual method is a general and classical tool to generate weak forms of
the system equations. The concept is very straightforward and applicable to the partial
differential equations governing many engineering problems such as solids, fluids, heat transfer,
etc [4].
Considering the solid mechanics model problem, we have a residual
R(u(x))= BTCLu+fB (35)
which we set to zero by Eq. (27). The residual is non-zero, and only zero if u(x) corresponds to
the exact equilibrium which is in general very difficult to obtain. In practice, u(x) is the
unknown solution. Hence, we use a set of trial functions in u(x) over the problem domain to
minimize
J 2dQ =iT (3BTCBu+ f B jdQ (36)
with properly chosen weight (or test) functions w- also defined in the problem domain. We can
separately write the terms in Eq. (36) and perform integration-by-parts (use the divergence
theorem) to obtain
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(B) T v -f T rsrdQ- s __dS - Vf BdQ =0 (37)
where we only have the first derivatives for either u or w-, that is actually, a weak form. Note
that in general the weight function w- does not need to be the same as the trial function u . If they
are equally chosen, the weighted residual method leads to the Galerkin formulation [4,76].
For the use of the Galerkin form in our analysis, we choose the test functions in the
Hilbert space V e HI0 (() to lead Eq. (37) to
(38)f (_V)T rTdQ - f (jN-T) rdS - s AfNrdS - VT fBd M =0
.s -u . -
=0,': V=O onSu
where the surface integral is decoupled into each contribution on Su and Sf and the underlined
term is zero because of the test function defined as so. Some useful Hilbert spaces, also used
above, are given by
HI()= {vv e L2(0), &v /0x, eL2, i=1,2,3
HI(n)={v e H (C2)|v =0 on Su}
where L2 (Q) is the Lebesque space in which all functions are square integrable over ( ,
IL2 (0)={VJI2
(39)
i.e.
(40)
As discrete forms, corresponding to Eq. (39), with finite N dimensions we have
HI () = {v e H (C)1 v(x) e V/(x)q, q e RN
H[O(Q)= {v e H0((2) v =0 on S}
(41)
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dM < ool 
.
where V =[ K t 2 ... VfN] is the vector listing a set of compatible N nodal finite element
shape functions. See [76] for more general function spaces supporting weak forms.
Using Eqs. (25) and (28), we can write Eq. (38) as
_ f~-rdQ = f f s'dS+ _FT f BdQ. (42)
Here the left-hand-side, as we shall see in Section 2.2.5, is the bilinear form, which in this case
represents twice the strain energy, and the right-hand-side is a linear functional representing
externally applied works. This represents the well-known principle of virtual work in that Eq.
(42) is balancing the internal and external energies (or works) and that the overbar (-) at the test
function _T denotes a virtual quantity (i.e. displacement).
The principle of virtual work can also be derived from the minimum potential energy
principle. It can be stated as "of all admissible fields of displacement the most accurate one is the
one corresponding to the minimum point of the total energy potential" [4]. Mathematically it can
be expressed as
Hf = f 'Ced - f B udi+T f S
S2- -- sf -_(43)
= UPE -xt
where H is the functional representing the total energy potential [4]. I4 E is the strain energy
potential and W,,, is the sum of externally applied works. By invoking the stationary of H, i.e.
S=8 [APE ~ ext]= (44)
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we reach the so-called minimal energy condition, and it is equivalent to Eq. (42) [4].
2.2.3. Governing Equations in Linear Elastic Solid Mechanics
As derived in Section 2.2.2, the principle of virtual work is directly applicable for the
governing equations of solid mechanics to yield
_-TzdQ = f jfB dQ + Sf Tf sfdSn - n - s, (45)
where, again, E and r are the strain and stress, respectively, in vector forms.
The strain-displacement relation for element m is given by
= B(m)fi(m)
with the obvious definition of ("'). The stresses in element m are
"(m) = C"(m)= CB(m)i"(m)
(46)
(47)
where C is the stress-strain matrix which gives the constitutive relationship.
Using these relations as usual for the element assemblage [4], we obtain
Kui = R (48)
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where K is the global stiffness matrix, R = RB +S is the load vector, and i is the total solution
vector listing all nodal displacements and cover coefficients. The stiffness matrix and load
vectors are
e
KZ=K(M)
M=1
= I f) B(m)T CB(m)dQ
m=1
BB B~m)=
M=1
(m) [ H(m)
e
4(m) T fBdQ
]Sf(m) S'dS.
2.2.4. Governing Equations in Heat Transfer in Solids
Consider the thermal equilibrium within a solid body in Q (R3 ) subjected to the heat flux
qS applied onto Sq and the convection on S as shown in Figure 2.4. Let 0(x) be the
temperature variable, k be the thermal conductivity of the solid and h be the heat transfer
coefficient on S, to the ambient temperature 0,. Assuming a constant heat transfer coefficient h
and 0, =0, we have a Poisson problem in 0
-kV 20(x) =0 (52)
with the Neumann and Robin boundary conditions given as
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and
(49)
(50)
(51)
80sk =q S
On
0
-k--=5
Bn
on Sq
on S
where n is the outward normal unit vector.
The principle of virtual temperature [4] is
(Kk +Kc)= Q
where Kk is the conductivity matrix
Kk = )g(m)T k(m)B()dQ
m=1
with the temperature gradient matrix B(m) given as
B (m ) = - "x $ 'x
Also, K' is the convection matrix
KC = 5j JS(m) [Hs(m) nS(m) T HS(m Hsim)pS
with S,m) the element convection boundary. Finally, the heat input vector Q is given by
e
= ~ 
[Hs(m)
m=1 q
ftS(m) T qsdS.
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(53)
(54)
(55)
(56)
(57)
(58)
Air 0,
Figure 2.4. A three-dimensional free body diagram of heat transfer in a solid under the
prescribed temperature, heat flux and convection to the ambient fluid.
2.2.5. Properties of Linear System and Elasticity
Since the enriched interpolation scheme also uses the principle of virtual work, we can
directly use the functional expression of the elasticity problem [4]. As mentioned in Section 2.2.2,
the bilinear form is
a(u,v) = (B) C(Bu)dK2 = _) Ce(u)dC2 (59)
which represents twice the strain energy, and the linear functional is
f_= fBdc+ f s'dS (60)
so that the problem can be written as follows:
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Find u e Hi such that
,)= (fh)), Yv e HhO
(61)
in the discrete form. As presented in [4], the error in the enriched cover solution is orthogonal in
a(.,.) to all v in H and the enriched solution u is chosen from all admissible displacement
patterns 3 in HIO such that the strain energy corresponding to u -u is the minimum, where u
denotes the exact solution. It should be noted that uh and v must be chosen in H'e
(equivalently, u, v e H[ ) because we use the partition of unity as for the usual finite elements,
see Eq. (5).
Since the bilinear form a(-, -) of the enriched scheme also has properties of symmetry and
ellipticity, the global coefficient matrices in Eqs. (48) and (54) are symmetric and semi-positive
definite-more strongly, it is positive definite if the essential boundary conditions are well
imposed based on the requirements that we shall present in Section 3.1.2. Due to the direct use
of the usual finite element assemblage, the system matrices are also sparse and banded. We shall
present the core numerical remarks in Chapters 3-4.
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CHAPTER 3:
ON THE STABILITY
AND CONVERGENCE
In this chapter, we present some core theoretical remarks regarding the stability and
convergence. Ideally, the enriched scheme should be able to handle boundary conditions as in the
usual finite element method and give better solution accuracies. The Dirichlet boundary
conditions in this scheme can be imposed directly to the nodal variable while cover variables are
removed at those boundaries, which automatically ensures the stability of the linear system. In
addition, high-order convergence is realized. Considering the combined and adaptive
interpolations, as we shall present in Chapters 6-7, the verification of robustness is important.
3.1. Stability of the Scheme
In static analysis, a numerical scheme must be stable with properly removed rigid body
modes [4]. While various enrichments have been developed in the finite element framework, as
addressed in Chapter 1, the global matrix in those schemes tends to be singular or almost
singular, as linearly dependent shape functions are introduced [24]. However, to use a set of
linearly dependent element shape functions does not always imply to have a rank deficient global
matrix, as we shall present in Section 3.1.2. Indeed, some numerical experiments were performed
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in [25] to investigate the stabilities of polynomial-based enrichments using various kinds of
elements.
In the following, we give a short review of the requirements to have a positive-definite
linear system matrix, provide a sufficient condition under which the global matrix is non-singular,
and finally give some ideas for further improved conditioning, see also Chapter 4.
3.1.1. Review on the Positive-Definiteness
The stability of a linear system such as that given in Eq. (48) or Eq. (54) is satisfied if the
resulting matrix is positive-definite [4]. The matrix K, say, of order n, is said to be positive
definite if z Kz >0, Vz e R" and z w 0. By the definition of the bilinear form given in Eq. (59),
the K in our scheme is then positive definite if
a(v,v)=vKv > 0 (62)
for Vv e H' c R' and v:w 0 , where the condition V e H1, is not necessary once K is a
properly reduced matrix by the essential boundary conditions. The inequality in Eq. (62) can be
regarded as the Rayleigh quotient, to check
1fKv: >0 (63)
vv
where 9i denotes the Rayleigh quotient operator. With a normalized vector v, i.e.
2 = vT v=1 (64)
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Eq. (63) can stand for Eq. (62), and in this case, clearly, the Rayleigh quotient of an eigenvector
is its associated eigenvalue. According to the min-max theorem [4], i.e.
Asi 91l(K, v)! A1. (65)
where Amin and A. are, respectively, the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of K, and using
the property
91(K,Jv) = S1(K, v), Vp e R and # 0 (66)
we can see that the system matrix K meets a full rank or is positive definite if A. >0. Hence, it
is important to have a guaranteed matrix reduction procedure when imposing the essential
boundary condition, see Section 3.1.2. In addition, the conditioning of a matrix is evaluated
using its condition number defined as [4]
cond(K) = Am.n (67)
min
A large condition number can yield significant round-off errors, which leads to loss of accuracy
in the solution. Of course, higher-order interpolation can cause larger condition numbers since
more unknowns are introduced.
Even if the scheme is stable, some additional issues can arise when pursuing a good
conditioning, such as the choice of co-ordinate systems and normalization of cover degrees of
freedom, etc. We shall present those improvements to the matrix conditioning in Chapter 4.
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3.1.2. A Condition for Stable Linear Systems
In this section we present a sufficient condition that guarantees a positive definite global
system matrix. We focus on the linear elastic structural problem, but the conclusions are also
directly applicable to solutions in heat transfer and other problem categories.
In order to have well-posed discretized equations, the finite element matrix K in Eq. (48)
should be positive definite once appropriate boundary conditions have been applied (to prevent
rigid body motions).
In the following we consider the ID, 2D and 3D analysis cases, using respectively the 2-
node, 3-node and 4-node low-order elements, because we focus on improving the performance of
discretizations using these elements.
The goal here is to show that the following property holds:
PROPERTY I
m If a mesh of traditional finite elements is properly restrained so that no rigid body
mode is present (through prescribed ui, vi and wi, as applicable, degrees of freedom) and if
then covers are introduced but with no cover degrees of freedom i at the nodes with any
prescribed degrees offreedom, then the resulting stiffness matrix K is positive definite and we
have stability. .
To show that PROPERTY I holds, let us first consider a single element, see Figure 3.1. The
interpolation functions for a 1D element with linear covers are
uh hU 1 + h 1X + ku 2 + hXA2  (68)
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where
x, = 2 =x-t
so that Eq. (68) becomes
Uh =r- u1 1K X) (Xu2 +() -tEL2-fx' tx (70)
(71)
Using quadratic covers we have
Uh =i u +f[X
and in terms of x only we obtain
Uh 1 Ul+fh 11Xall+ I X 2 a 12
(72)
+ u++ I-IU 2 + -)521 + (x -X )2
We can see that the functions in the interpolations are linearly dependent due to degrees of
freedom in _ and 52. In Eqs. (70) and (72) we have underlined the linearly dependent terms.
I- t '1
" '1
x, x1,
2
x2
Figure 3.1. One-dimensional element of length f with the global and nodal local co-ordinate
systems.
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(69)
However, assume that we impose at node 1 the displacement ul (as usual, to take out the
rigid body mode) and also eliminate the cover degrees of freedom _5 at that node, then the
remaining interpolation functions are linearly independent, for the linear cover
1 2 73)2
where ul would now be prescribed, and for the quadratic cover
u1 +QX)92 + j721 2 22
and again ul would be prescribed. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 give the corresponding interpolation
functions for a 3-node triangular element and a 4-node tetrahedral element, respectively. Here
too the interpolation functions are linearly independent provided the procedure in PROPERTY I
is used. In 2D, if the displacements are prescribed at nodes 1 and 3, as in Figure 3.2, with all
cover degrees of freedom in 4 and _53 are not applied, we have linearly independent
interpolations
Vh - y)u 1 + xu 2 + X(X - 1)21 + XY22 + yu 3
(75)
where we also would have ul =u3 = v3 = 0, see Figure 3.2. In 3D, we similarly have
U h
Vh
Wh
1 2 3 4 41 + 42 + ( )43
(1- X - Y - Zu 1 + x 2 + yu 3 + z 4 +41 42 + z'43
Z 1 + XW 2 + YW 3 + ZW 4 + 41 +"2 + z Z z Az 3
(76)
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Uh = ( (74)
uh =( ( 3)
where displacements are prescribed to be zero at nodes 1, 2 and 3, as shown in Figure 3.3.
This proves that K is positive definite for the single elements considered provided the
rigid body modes have been removed, as usual by constraining appropriate degrees of freedom,
with all 54 degrees of freedom also removed at the nodes with any prescribed displacements.
Consider now that additional elements are attached to these single elements, with no
further u. degrees of freedom prescribed and all 5 degrees of freedom free at the additional
nodes used in the mesh. Then, by the above argument, for any nonzero values of the u. and 5i
degrees of freedom in the mesh, positive strain energy is stored in the mesh. Therefore, all
eigenvalues of K are positive, and by Eq. (65) the matrix K in Eq. (48) is positive definite [4].
Of course, the condition number of the K will increase as we refine the mesh. Figure 3.4
shows the 1D case considered and Table 3.1 gives the condition numbers of K using the
traditional 1D 2-node and 3-node elements, and the 2-node element with linear and quadratic
covers, as the mesh is refined. As seen in the table, without the normalization, the condition
numbers using the IC' scheme are acceptable but the condition numbers with the IC2 scheme
are quite high. These condition numbers are considerably better when the cover degrees of
freedom normalized by a characteristic length scale are employed in the mesh, as given in [25].
Here too, we naturally used element size h as the length scale. In Section 4.1.2, we introduce a
good combination of the characteristic length scale under the use of the 1 D, 2D and 3D isotropic
material laws, based on some numerical experiments.
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Uh = hj1f'u] + hk1 P2[u] + h1J31[u]
= (1- x - y)u +(1- X - y)x 1 + (1- x -y)y2
+xu2 + x(x -1)a + 2
+yu + yx5",+ y(y - 1)5";2 An example of
linearly dependent
terms
vh is obtained in the same way
1
(a)
Uh ="Au +k21J 1[u]+h4u3
=(1-x -y)u +xu 2 + x(x - 1)52 + xya22 + yu 3
Vh= h,+ P2 IV,
= (1- x - y)v + x(x - 1)5 + xy 22 + yV3
(b)
Figure 3.2. Linear cover interpolation on a 3-node element: (a) linearly dependent interpolations
with linear covers (p =1), and (b) linearly independent interpolations with prescribed boundary
conditions (p = 1).
In practice, when solving 2D and 3D problems, many more degrees of freedom are
usually constrained than only those to remove the rigid body modes, and the 5. degrees of
freedom at all those nodes would then also be removed. Therefore, we focused in our discussion
above on the worst case that may arise, and hence PROPERTY I always holds.
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j73 P IV]
P'P[v]
x2, Pf[u]
3
7'[v]
1 2 '[u]
41
4
[], IV
'pr[w]
1
P3P [v]
2'P[u]
(a) (b)
U2
(c)
Figure 3.3. Interpolation cover functions for a 4-node tetrahedral element: (a) global and nodal
local co-ordinate systems, (b) all degrees of freedom, and (c) degrees of freedom after removing
rigid body modes.
-------------------- 
-- EA =1
L
Figure 3.4. One-dimensional bar model to investigate condition number, L =1, 10, 100.
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Table 3.1. Condition numbers of the one-dimensional bar model.
Number of
Domain size 2 4 8 16 32 64 128
elements
2-node elements 6.8e0 2.9el 1.le2 4.4e2 1.7e3 6.7e3 2.7e4
For all L
3-node elements 3.8el 1.5e2 5.8e2 2.3e3 9.0e3 3.6e4 1.4e5
IC' 8.2el 1.4e3 2.2e4 3.4e5 5.2e6 8.3e7 1.3e9
L=1
IC 2  2.8e3 1.8e5 1.le7 6.9e8 4.3e10 2.7e12 1.7e14
IC' 5.7e1 6.1el 2.2e2 3.4e3 5.2e4 8.3e5 1.3e7
L=10
IC 2  4.6e2 1.4e3 2.2e4 1.3e6 7.7e7 4.8e9 3.Oe11
IC' 5.7e3 6.le3 5.9e3 5.7e3 5.6e3 8.3e3 1.3e5
L=100
IC 2  4.5e6 1.0e6 4.3e5 1.6e6 5.9e6 4.6e7 2.9e9
For all L and IC' 2.1el 8.8el 3.4e2 1.3e3 5.le3 2.0e4 8.0e4
cover DOFs
IC 2  2.9e2 2.9e3 3.5e4 4.8e5 7.2e6 1.le8 1.8e9
normalized
3.1.3. Improved Matrix Conditioning
In this subsection, we shortly summarize some useful ideas to improve the numerical
stability. As aforementioned, the use of local co-ordinate variables (x,,J) is important in that it
detaches the usual nodal displacements u. from the cover interpolations and hence the essential
(Dirichlet) boundary conditions can be directly imposed on u.. This technique also provides a
stable global system matrix, as presented in Section 3.1.2.
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An additional possible approach is to use normalized cover degrees of freedom as given
in Eq. (17). With the normalization, all degrees of freedom have a dimension of displacement,
and the matrix conditioning becomes independent of domain size. However, an improper choice
of the normalization length scale can yield even worse matrix conditioning, which can
dramatically deteriorate solution accuracy especially when a very large or a very small system is
solved. Hence it is also important to determine a reasonable length scale that give a good matrix
conditioning. We shall present a close-to-optimal set of characteristic length scales in Section
4.1.2.
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3.2. Convergence of the Scheme
Since the coefficient matrix is positive definite, we now use a sequence of meshes and
estimate the solution errors to identify the order of the convergence of the enriched scheme. We
first present an error measure used in this work, and show some convergence studies in one- and
two-dimensional cases.
3.2.1. Error Measurement in Energy Norm
Since it is difficult in general to evaluate the solution error in the H -and L -norms, we
adopt the equivalence of the energy norm with the 1-norm [4], which is given as
w1 = a(w, v). (77)
In solid mechanics problems, this refers to twice the strain energy stored in the volume Q. Using
the exact solution u, a(u,u) is the upper bound to the finite element solution, and with the error
e = u -uh, a(e, e) is minimized in the energy norm.
Let E = a(u,u) and Eh = a(uy,), then we obtain an inequality to measure the error
E-Eh ch" (78)
where c is a constant, h is the characteristic discretization (or element) size, a is the order of
convergence. Using the equality sign, we obtain
log(E - Eh) = log c + a log h. (79)
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In practice we use the exact solution-or a very fine mesh of reliable finite elements to obtain a
very close approximation thereof, called the reference solution-to evaluate E. We use Eq. (79)
to estimate the order of convergence in the following example solutions. Furthermore, the
relative error is given by (E - Eh)/ E.
3.2.2. Analysis of One-Dimensional Bar
Consider the one-dimensional bar shown in Figure 3.5. The exact response solution is
easily obtained and also given in [75]. Since we want to compare the cover solution results with
those obtained using the proposed schemes in [64-65], we use the notation employed in [63].
Therefore F' denotes the h-p cloud function space constructed with the traditional element
interpolations of degree m that are enriched with monomials of degree m +1 to m + p -1. We
shall adopt in the example below m = 1, and note that our ICP schemes use a complete set of
polynomial bases of degree p. Using successive uniform mesh refinements with elements of
equal length, six schemes are evaluated. The schemes used in the mesh are:
" the traditional linear 2-node element n = IC
" the traditional quadratic 3-node element FO
" the quadratic h-p element Y 2 : {element basis functions} x {1 x 2 }
" the cubic h-p element , {element basis functions} x {l x2 x3
* the 2-node elements with linear covers IC': {element basis functions} x {l }, Vi
* the 2-node elements with quadratic covers IC2 : {element basis functions} x {l I i
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For all simulations, no polynomial cover term is introduced at the boundaries where the essential
boundary conditions are imposed. Note that the x basis is missing in the F' schemes and that
with these schemes the global coordinates are used whereas in the ICP schemes local
coordinates are employed.
A(x)= A +x(A 2 - A1 )
R
x, u
ffB
L
Figure 3.5. One-dimensional bar problem for convergence study with E =2e1 0, A, =0.01,
A2=1, L =1, R=1586e4, fB=2e.
Figure 3.6 (a) shows the displacement fields using meshes of 10 elements, and Figure
3.6 (b) shows the convergence in the energy norm when systematically refined meshes are used.
Among all schemes implemented, using quadratic interpolation covers provides the best
accuracy in both displacements and strain energies. One interesting but expected fact is that there
is little difference between the solutions using linear covers on the 2-node elements (the
IC' scheme) and the solutions using the standard 3-node quadratic finite element.
We summarize in Table 3.2 the numerically calculated convergence orders of each
scheme. The standard and the enriched finite element methods reproduce the expected values,
while the F'' schemes do not perform well, see also Figure 3.6 (b). We also observed that the
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coefficient matrices using the FD' scheme given in [64] become quite rapidly ill-conditioned as
the mesh is refined, which is partly due to the terms used in the displacement interpolations and
partly due to the use of global coordinates, see also Section 4.1 .1.
Table 3.2. 1D bar problem: summary of calculated orders of convergence of strain energy.
2-node 3-node
1,2  y2 I,3  c1  rcV F' I TC 2
elements elements
Numerical results 1.97 3.91 2.79 2.97 3.91 5.69
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Figure 3.6. Convergence of solution of the ID bar problem: (a) displacements obtained with
mesh of 10 elements, and (b) convergence curves of strain energy.
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3.2.3. Analysis of Two-Dimensional Ad Hoc Problem
In Section 3.2.2, we have seen that the choice of a complete set of polynomial bases
provides stable and accurate results in a 1D analysis. Here we investigate the convergence
behavior and the sensitivity to mesh distortions using a two-dimensional analysis.
Consider the ad-hoc plane stress test problem shown in Figure 3.7 (a), see [4]. For the
given in-plane displacements
U= 1 X2)2 (I_ Y2 2ek coskx
sin (80)v =(1 -x2)2 (1_ 22 2e4 sin hx
we can establish the corresponding body forces
f B _ xx + axyB_ yy4 x
aB { 8 T Ny x f B Y + y Xa ) (81)
to satisfy equilibrium given in Eq. (19). Then Eq. (80) gives the exact displacement solution to
the problem. We use these body forces to construct the load vector, and compare the numerical
results E with the analytical value E obtained using Eq. (80). For the solution, we used k = 5
and the displacement boundary conditions are applied along the line y = -1, where all cover
degrees of freedom as well as the nodal displacements would be removed.
Figure 3.7 (b) shows the first two meshes used, in undistorted form. The meshes are
constructed by starting with triangular elements of diagonal length V2 , then subdividing each
element into four equal triangular elements to obtain the second mesh (see the dashed lines)
where the element size is exactly half of the first one, and continuing the process. Figure 3.6 (c)
gives a systematic element distortion process used. We consider three different degrees of
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distortions categorized by Mesh I, II and III in the figure. The lines A-A and B-B are drawn, and
the sides AC, BC, BO, OA are subdivided into equal lengths to form the elements in the domain
ACBO. We proceed similarly for the other domains.
Since the F'' (p > 1) discretizations studied in Section 3.2.2 are not robust, we only
give comparisons of the performance of the standard finite elements and our cover schemes
enriching the linear element. The convergence behaviors are summarized in Figure 3.8 and
Table 3.3. When non-distorted meshes are used, the calculated convergence orders compare
well with the theoretical estimates. As seen in Figure 3.8, using the quadratic covers IC2 gives
the highest convergence rate, and the linear cover scheme IC' and quadratic finite elements
F2,O perform almost equally. As the degree of distortion increases from Mesh I to Mesh III, the
convergence curves shift upwards in all schemes. However, if the loss in solution accuracy is
deemed significant, a higher-order interpolation cover can be used to obtain more accurate
results. This approach can be valuable since different covers can be used in different regions of
the mesh.
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Non-distorted meshes
0.25
8x8 Mesh II
.75
B
(b)
0.5
C
0.5
T
Element sides of
equal length: 0.5/4
AC
B
A
(c)
Figure 3.7. Ad-hoc test problem: (a) problem domain, E = 2e5, v = 0.3, (b) typical non-
distorted meshes, and (c) induced distortions.
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Figure 3.8. Ad-hoc test problem: convergence curves for strain energy.
Table 3.3. Ad-hoc problem: summary of calculated orders of convergence of strain energy.
Non-distorted Distorted Meshes
Mesh Mesh I Mesh II Mesh III
Linear 3-node elements 1.95 1.92 1.86 1.76
Quadratic 6-node elements 3.93 3.91 3.89 3.86
Linear covers IC 3.95 3.94 3.93 3.92
Quadratic covers IC 2 5.84 5.83 5.80 5.76
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CHAPTER 4:
NUMERICAL ASPECTS
OF THE ENRICHED SCHEME
Chapter 4 focuses on some major numerical aspects of the enriched finite element
method. Firstly, we demonstrate the conditioning of the resulting finite element system matrix.
An improved matrix conditioning yields less round-off errors in the solutions. Secondly, it is
important to evaluate the computational cost required for the enriched solution schemes. We
expect relatively cost-effective solutions measured upon the accuracy because the simple data
structures (i.e. the efficient local-to-global assemblage of degrees of freedom using low-order
element mesh topology) can be directly employed.
4.1. Improvement of Matrix Conditioning
As also inferred by Eq. (67), by which we evaluate the matrix conditionings, the matrix
entries must be replaced in order to improve the matrix conditioning using the same mesh, while
solving the same physical problem. Therefore, which one among the global and local co-
ordinates we use and how we normalize cover degrees of freedom are all important. Hence, this
section compares the matrix conditioning when the two types of co-ordinates are used, and we
find a close-to-optimal normalization of cover degrees of freedom.
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4.1.1. Global and Local Co-ordinate Systems
We investigate the matrix conditionings for the simple one-dimensional 2-element model
shown in Figure 4.1; we shall study the cases L = 1, 10, 100 .
Table 4.1 gives the condition numbers of the stiffness matrices for the schemes
introduced in Section 3.2.2 when global and local co-ordinates are used. As shown in the table,
when the global co-ordinate is used, the condition numbers are not only more sensitive to the
domain size but also in general larger. Hence the solution robustness is increased by using local
co-ordinates for, both, the F;' and ICP schemes. However, the table also shows that the
conditioning of the coefficient matrix is even further increased by using the normalization of the
cover degrees of freedom by an element characteristic length as mentioned in Section 3.1.3 and
proposed in [65]. In this case, we naturally used h = h . A better normalization process is
presented next in Section 4.1.2.
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LElement (1) Element (2)
L/2 L/2
Figure 4.1. Model of two element to evaluate matrix conditioning, E =1, A = 1.
Table 4.1. 1D two-element problem: comparison of condition numbers using global and local
co-ordinate systems.
Scheme used
Global co-ordinate system
without normalization
Local co-ordinate system
without normalization
Local co-ordinate system
with normalization
Length IC1  IC2  y 2  ,3
L=1 2.3e2 1.3e4 1.7e2 3.2e4
L=10 4.3e3 3.5e6 2.5e5 8.6e7
L=100 4.2e5 3.2e10 2.5e9 8.5e1
L=l 8.2el 2.8e3 3.3e2 2.7e4
L=10 5.7el 4.6e2 4.5e2 7.le3
L=100 5.7e3 4.5e6 4.5e6 7.1e9
For all L 2.lel 2.9e2 2.lel 6.0e2
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3
4.1.2. Adaptive Choice of the Normalizations
As mentioned earlier, the normalized cover bases can improve the stability of the finite
element linear system, and make the matrix conditioning independent of domain size. In this
subsection, we give a good combination of stable cover length scales based on some numerical
investigations.
Firstly, let d be the supportive length vector for cover region C defined as
d,=(dfx, d,, d):= sup (Z1 -K2) (82)
X1'X2 r=Ci
which is shown in Figure 4.2 for ID and 2D cases; the 3D case can be inferred easily. The
number of components in d is equal to the physical dimensions, and each component of d
denotes the influent length of the cover in the corresponding direction.
Then it is possible to improve the matrix conditioning further by finding some better
characteristic length scales. Let c, and 9, be the characteristic length scales normalizing the
cover bases in C in two-dimensional x and y spaces, respectively, so that the modified cover
function can be written as
-_ _ 2 _2
LP[]=U + i .ia (83)
x y x, xi y, y, y,
from which the ID and 3D cases are directly inferred. By decomposing the concept of the
normalization length scale into each dimensional part, we have more generality and flexibility to
improve the matrix conditioning. For this, let
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.i = c~dI
y, = cpd (84)
where c, is a constant in order for adjustment of the normalization scale of cover order p . We
call c, normalization scaling factor.
ID
I1*x
dX
Cover C,
2D
y
toxJ
t
dx
Figure 4.2. Characteristic length scales for one- and two-dimensional covers.
We now present some 2D and 3D numerical results of the matrix conditioning for the
problems given in Figure 4.3. The condition numbers of our enriched finite element matrices
using the proposed normalization are calculated for various Poisson ratios (except one-
dimensional analysis) using the isotropic materials, see Eqs. (31)-(34). The numerical tests were
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performed iteratively using many different normalization scaling factors-from a small value to
a large value-to find the best normalization point for the linear analyses.
Figure 4.4 shows plots of the condition numbers computed for cases p = 1,2,3, where
the two-dimensional plane stress and plane strain models were considered with various Poisson
ratios. In the following, we summarize some important features observed in the tests:
e Independence of domain size: as aforementioned, the matrix conditioning becomes
independent of domain size by normalizing cover degrees of freedom.
* Invariant to Poison ratio: as seen in Figure 4.4, the vertical shifts of condition numbers has
little to do with the value of the Poisson ratio. Of course, this statement is not for one-
dimensional cases.
* Independence of mesh density: the similarity in the plots almost holds independently of mesh
densities, that is, the best c values change little even if meshes are refined.
* Independence of material laws: in two-dimensional cases both plane stress and plane strain
models yield almost the same optimal values of c,. Hence, the conclusion in this section can be
applicable for all linear elastic materials.
We summarize in Table 4.2 the list of the normalization scaling factors that provide the
best matrix conditioning for these problems, including one- and three-dimensional cases. In
practice, these scaling factors can be used in a combined manner when the adaptive interpolation
procedure is performed. For a given mesh, therefore, it is of considerable interest how efficiently
the accuracy and stability can be handled by choosing the set p(i) , i =1, -- -, N and the
corresponding set cp(j). We shall present the effectiveness of the proposed normalization through
some adaptive simulation examples in Chapter 6.
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* 3D
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e e
g
C
C
b
In all cases, L = 2
Figure 4.3. Meshes to investigate the normalizations of cover degrees of freedom, in which
boundary conditions are imposed at a boundary node, a line and a surface in one-, two- and
three-dimensional cases, respectively.
Table 4.2. The most stable normalization scaling factors for the analyses of isotropic materials2
ID 2D 3D
c 0.30 0.25 0.20
C2  0.30 0.50 0.55
C3 0.40 0.65 0.70
2 For ID results, a constant cross-sectional one-dimensional bar model with structured meshes are used, and for 3D
results general elastic constitutive relation is used using structured meshes in a cubic block model.
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Plane stress Plane strain
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0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8
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10.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8
C 3
Figure 4.4. Effects of the normalization scaling factor: (left) plane stress, (right) plane strain.
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4.2. Numerical Expense
It is of value to compare the numerical operations required when using cover
interpolations versus using higher-order traditional finite elements. In both cases, of course,
symmetric stiffness matrices are generated. To obtain some insight into the computational efforts
needed in each solution approach, we focus on the solution of the governing equations obtained
using direct Gauss elimination, in which the factorization of the stiffness matrices represents the
major expense.
The numerical operations for the factorizations of the banded stiffness matrices are
approximately the order of (1 / 2)nin where n is the number of equations and hIK is the
(effective) half-bandwidth [4]. For an evaluation, consider the solution of the problem in Figure
3.6 using the IC' scheme and the use of 6-node triangular elements, with the same meshes. As
we have seen, about the same solution accuracies are obtained using these two discretizations.
Let the number of divisions along the sides be q, and let us ignore in all cases the zero
entries within the band, then we have for this 2D problem, see Figure 4.5,
" for the IC1 solution, n = q x q x 2x 3, in =qx 2 x 3
" for the solution using the 6-node element, n = 2q x 2q x 2, K =2qx2x2.
The ratio of numerical operations referred to above is 27/64, and while this ratio pertains to a
very specific problem solution and is approximate, solutions with the covers in general can be
expected to be reasonably effective.
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In a three-dimensional analysis of this problem, we also consider q divisions into the
third direction, see Figure 4.5 (where we use 6 tetrahedral elements per hexahedral domain).
Comparing the use of 4-node tetrahedral elements with linear covers and the same mesh using
instead 10-node tetrahedral elements, we have
* for the IC' solution, n = qxqxqx3x4, K =qxqx3x4,
" for the solution using the 10-node element, n = 2q x 2q x 2q x 3, MKg =2qx2qx2x3.
This ratio is 1/8 and hence here too, for this problem solution, an even smaller effort is needed
when using covers.
But in particular, a major benefit of using the cover interpolations is that covers need not
be used throughout the complete analysis region but can be added in a combined or adaptive
manner in those regions where they provide good benefit for solution accuracy, as we shall
demonstrate in the solution examples in Chapters 5-6.
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Figure 4.5. Triangular and tetrahedral element meshes to investigate numerical expenses.
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CHAPTER 5:
SOLUTION EXAMPLES
WITH COMBINED INTERPOLATION
In this chapter, we present some two and three-dimensional simulation results to compare
the standard and enriched finite element methods, and also to illustrate the use of different covers
over the solution domains.
As aforementioned, the enriched scheme can handle interpolations that have different
polynomial degrees in different covers while keeping the same mesh topology. We recall the
modified interpolation operator given in Eq. (18)
IC{ad} [U] : h,'P?''[u]
m=1 iEic (m)
where {ad} denotes the set of cover series of p(i) used. Note that the cover series {ad} can be
in an arbitrary user-definable set or needs to be automatically determined. As part of this work,
we present a combined interpolation technique for analyses of solids and heat transfer.
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5.1. Combined Interpolation based on Gradient of
Field
It is difficult to quantitatively predict the region where the stress variation is steep prior to
the analysis, especially for problems with complex geometry. To obtain an accurate solution, we
would like to know the regions where high-order interpolations are needed. For this, we first
perform "a first numerical solution" to obtain a preliminary prediction with or without covers
(depending on the simulation purpose).
Let us first consider the analyses in solid mechanics. In practical structural designs and
analyses, it is frequently more natural to pursue an accurate stress field rather than displacements.
The von Mises stress field is of interest because it provides the maximum distortion strain energy
and is evaluated by all Cauchy stress components. In order to obtain accurate stress fields, the
elements used must capture the gradient ofstresses rather than the magnitudes of stresses. Thus,
we adopt the gradient of the von Mises stress as a measure to determine element-wise
interpolation orders.
Since the interpolations in IC' spans polynomials order of 2, stress gradients are
constant in each element, and we can allow a combined choice of covers according to the stress
gradient within the element. In two-dimensional 3-node triangular elements, we use the three
nodal stresses to evaluate the magnitude of the von Mises stress
IV I V I= r + (85)
Now we categorize a couple of groups according to the measure given in Eq. (85). Figure 5.1
shows an example of stress gradient groups considered, in which the quadratic, linear and no
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cover requirements are marked with capital Q, c and N , respectively. No cover requirements
are equivalent to the usual finite element interpolation. Each cover requirement is written at
vertex corners of the associated triangles, see the figure. Since nodal points are shared by several
elements, referred to as a cover region, we choose the highest order among the relevant element-
group requirements. In Figure 5.1, for example, as the node k is encompassed by Q and C
groups only, we adopt the quadratic cover functions 'P. And similarly for other covers.
0 3 2 2 
3 0 0 0 3 '
N '' 1 2
. 1 2 33 2 2 2
2 2 11L 1
%2 2 1 2
2 2Q 22
-------------------
m mAx{1,1,2,2,1,1}= 2
Figure 5.1. Determination of mixed covers based on the gradient of the field in each element.
One possible way of the element-grouping is to equally divide the range between the
maximum and minimum magnitudes of the stress gradient into three groups to yield IC 0 "'.
Another way of the element-grouping is to equally divide the range into two groups so as that
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only the linear and quadratic cover functions are employed, i.e. IC"), expecting better solution
than IC 0,1,21.
Analogous applications are possible for analysis of heat transfer problems. To determine
such combined cover series, we use the absolute magnitude of the temperature gradient, since
the temperature itself is the primary quantity of interest in many thermal designs, while in
structural analyses we used the gradient of the von Mises stress which considers the second
derivatives of the primary variables, i.e. displacements.
Of course, there are other ways to proceed, but in the examples we simply illustrate how
different covers can be used and what effects the solutions have on the accuracy. Chapter 6
presents a more sophisticated adaptive interpolation procedure based on an error estimation
technique.
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5.2. Simulations of Linear Elastic Solid Mechanics
This section presents some illustrative simulation examples in solid mechanics, in which
usual and combined cover solutions are given.
5.2.1. Cantilever Beam with Fillets
Consider the two-dimensional cantilever beam in plane stress conditions subjected to a
tip load shown in Figure 5.2 (a). An example von Mises stress plot obtained using the IC'
scheme is given in Figure 5.2. (b), where the high stress gradients in the fillets can be seen. In a
combined interpolation, high-order covers are applied in the high stress gradient regions. Figure
5.2. (c) and (d) show two possible interpolations. Figure 5.2. (c) represents an adaptive scheme
IC(0"''2 that applies constant, linear and quadratic covers, and Figure 5.2. (d) shows a scheme
IC" 2 ), expecting more accurate results.
Since there is no exact solution to the problem, we measure the error on the reference
solution obtained with a fine mesh of 2,460 9-node quadrilateral elements. For the evaluations of
the various schemes we always use a rather coarse mesh of 392 elements. Table 5.1 shows the
relative errors in strain energies and the total number of degrees of freedom used.
As expected, the accuracy increases as the order of interpolation covers increases, and the
errors obtained using the interpolations IC 0 ,1,21 and IC"' 2 are in-between the errors obtained
using the traditional 3-node elements and the IC 2 interpolation. In particular, using the ICt"2 )
scheme resulted in excellent accuracy compared to using the IC 2 interpolation with a smaller
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number of degrees of freedom. These results illustrate that it can be effective to use different
orders of covers for different regions of an analysis domain.
P = 10 1
h
Region of high
stress gradients
= 0.1
r
500 1000 1500 2M002500 3000 3500 40M04N
(b)
eNo cover
* Linear covers
A Quadratic covers
(c)
*Linear covers
A Quadratic covers
(d)
Figure 5.2. Analysis of cantilever beam with large fillet radius: (a) problem description,
E = 7.2e9, v = 0.3, (b) von Mises stress field obtained with 392 elements and linear covers, (c)
combined scheme IC' 0 ''21 is used, and (d) IC" 2 , is used.
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Table 5.1. Analysis of cantilever beam: comparison of total numbers of degrees of freedom
(DOFs) and errors in calculated strain energies.
Linear
Reference ICI IC 2  IC{0"'2 ) IC" 2 )
element
DOFs 20,342 498 1,494 2,988 1,194 1,932
Eref - Eh 0 7.0 1e-7 2.92e-8 2.54e-8 1.13e-7 2.82e-8
Percentage(%) 0 17.7 0.7 0.6 2.9 0.7
5.2.2. Three-Dimensional Machine Tool Jig
This section presents a 3D analysis example, as considered in [75, 77]. The geometry and
the load are taken from [77]. The enriched interpolations for the 4-node tetrahedral elements
used in 3D solutions can directly be inferred from the 2D interpolations discussed above. Since,
as discussed in Section 4.2, the IC' scheme is more efficient than the use of quadratic finite
elements, we only adopt the linear covers in this simulation and see how the traditional 4-node
element solutions are improved using linear covers.
We consider a machine tool jig subjected to a constant pressure load on its top surface,
see Figure 5.3. The maximum von Mises stress occurs at the round inner surfaces as marked in
the figure. The error is measured with respect to the solution obtained with a very fine mesh of
16,000 27-node brick elements, leading to 423,360 degrees of freedom. To compare the
displacement and stress results, we use the solutions along the dashed evaluation lines (A, B and
C) as shown in Figure 5.3.
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Z55
Figure 5.3. Three-dimensional machine tool jig: material properties E = 7.2e10 and v = 0.3.
As seen in Figures 5.4 and 5.5, the solution accuracy is significantly improved with the
cover scheme. Using the enrichment scheme provides good agreement with the reference value
of maximum von Mises stress, while the standard linear finite element solution gives a 23-
percent error in the von Mises stress even with the finest mesh. We also give the total number of
degrees of freedom used in the solutions in Figures 5.4. It is interesting that the degrees of
freedom used are 14,112 for the standard finite elements in the fine mesh, while the coarse mesh
with linear covers contains only 3,456 degrees of freedom and provides significantly better stress
predictions.
Figure 5.5 shows the z-displacement and the longitudinal normal stress ryy distributions
along the evaluation lines. These plots confirm once more that the IC' solution using the coarse
mesh is more accurate than the standard finite element solution using the fine mesh. We also see
that the IC1 solution using the medium mesh gives good displacement and stress predictions.
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Figure 5.4. von Mises stress results for the machine tool jig problem (DOFs = total number of
degrees of freedom used).
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Figure 5.5. Analysis of 3D tool jig, comparisons of results along the evaluation lines: (a) z -
displacement along the line A, and (b)-(d) longitudinal normal stresses r,, along the lines A, B
and C, respectively.
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5.3. Simulations in Heat Transfer
The usual and combined interpolations also work for heat transfer problems. This section
present some two-dimensional example solutions in heat transfer in solids.
5.3.1. Thermal Fin
In this example, we present the solution of a two-dimensional fin problem. Figure 5.6
shows the problem domain divided into five sections: the main column (say Q4) that receives a
constant heat flux from Sq, and four subfins (0', i=1,2,3,4) to cool the fin. In this work, we
allow different thermal conductivities at different locations, which are listed in the vector
k = {k, k1,k 2,k 3 k4 , h} where h is the heat transfer coefficient to the ambient fluid of
temperature 0, =0 . The steady-state temperature distribution 0(x) can be obtained by solving
Eq. (54), which includes the Neumann boundary condition on a~b and Robin boundary
condition with ambient fluid on S and involves continuous temperature and heat fluxes between
the sub-fins and the main column.
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2.5
Figure 5.6. Two-dimensional thermal fin, material properties k* = 0.4, k' = 0.6, k2 = 0.8,
k = 1.2, k4 =1.0 and h= 0.1 and heat flux qs 1
We present simulation results obtained using
IC1  and IC 2  and two combined cover
k ={0.4,0.6,0.8,1.2,1.0,0.1), a unity heat flux (i.e.
six types of meshes:
the linear finite elements, enriched schemes
schemes IC,0"'2 1 and IC(12 ) , using
qS =1 in Eq. (58)) and under the following
" a locally refined coarse mesh (2095 elements), see Figure 5.7 (b)
" a locally refined medium mesh (8380 elements)
" a locally refinedfine mesh (33520 elements) - the finest mesh for the reference solution
" a structured coarse mesh (425 elements), see Figure 5.7 (c) or (d)
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* a structured medium mesh (2560 elements)
* a structuredfine mesh (10240 elements)
where the refined meshes are from "M.I.T. course material of Numerical Methods for Partial
Differential Equations (16.920J/2.097J)". In the combined cover scheme, the magnitudes of
temperature gradient was evaluated as mentioned in Section 5.1. Since the solution using a
locally refined fine mesh (33520-element model) is expected to provide the most accurate result,
we use the solution of IC 2 with that mesh as a reference solution. Using the energy norm, we
evaluate the relative errors by
a(e,e) Ie| (8
=E (86)
a(T, T) ||IT 112
Table 5.2 shows the comparisons of total degrees of freedom and the relative errors in
energy norm of this problem. As seen, finer meshes yield more accurate results throughout all
schemes. If the same mesh is used, the enriched cover schemes yield more accurate solutions
than the standard finite element method. As expected, the combined interpolation solutions
IC0"'2'" and IC"'2 give errors between the linear finite elements and IC 2 , because the effective
interpolation precisions are between them. In addition, obviously, IC'1,21 is more accurate than
IC{0'1'2) .see the last two columns in Table 5.2.
It is worth giving comparisons between the standard finite element solutions with refined
meshes and the combined cover solutions with structured meshes when similar numbers of
degrees of freedom are used. The solutions with IC" 2 , given in the last column in Table 5.2,
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and the finite element solutions, given in the first three entries in the first column, used almost a
similar number of degrees of freedom, while the IC,"2 1 is more accurate.
The results obtained with two adaptive interpolations demonstrate important capabilities
of this method. It is seen that using high-order covers over a structured mesh plays a similar role
to mesh refinement to capture high solution gradients. As seen in this example and the one in
Section 5.3.2, the solution accuracy can be efficiently improved by combined covers without
laborious modifications of the mesh, according to practical engineering needs and given
computational resources.
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Figure 5.7. Analysis of the 2D thermal fin problem: (a) an example plot of temperature solution,
(b) locally refined mesh, (c) combined scheme IC 01 '2 , is used, and (d) IC(1' 2 ) is used.
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Table 5.2. Comparisons of the relative errors (in percentages) of temperature in the energy norm
using the irregular and regular meshes (numbers in round parenthesis denote the total number of
degrees of freedom used).
Linear
Mesh IC IC 2  IC( 0 '12  IC{"2 )
element
Locally refined Coarse 2.31E-1 7.16E-3 2.64E-3
N/A N/A
(1333) (3999) (7998)
Medium 6.40E-2 1.42E-3 5.46E-4
N/A N/A
(4760) (14280) (28560)
Fine 1.71E-2 2.40E-4 reference
N/A N/A
(17899) (53697) (107394)
Structured Coarse 9.73E-1 1.55E-1 5.82E-2 3.27E-1 1.32E-1
(425) (1275) (2550) (627) (1389)
Medium 3.66E-1 6.23E-2 2.76E-2 1.47E-1 4.79E-2
(1421) (4263) (8526) (1635) (4383)
Fine 1.31E-1 2.28E-2 1.14E-2 5.85E-2 1.67E-2
(5537) (16611) (33222) (5753) (16731)
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5.3.2. Heat Exchanger
Figure 5.8 (a) shows the heat transfer problem solved. We obtained the reference
solution using a very fine mesh of 12,288 9-node elements and show this solution in Figure 5.8
(b). For the evaluation of the various discretizations we use the calculated temperature along the
line AB (x = 0 in Figure 5. 8 (a)).
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Figure 5.8. Two-dimensional heat exchanger problem: (a) problem description, k = 50,
k2 =100, h =1, and (b) calculated temperature distribution.
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Figure 5.9 (a) shows two types of combined interpolations implemented using coarse
and fine meshes. Again we use IC"',') and IC"'" schemes, in which high-order covers are
applied where temperature gradients are steep. As seen in Figure 5.9 (b), the enriched scheme
solutions provide good accuracy even using the coarse mesh. Note that the IC0 '''21 scheme
solution with the fine mesh is not accurate enough because a small number of interpolation
covers are used.
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Figure 5.9. Heat transfer analysis using standard and enriched schemes: (a) combined
interpolations used for coarse and fine meshes, and (b) temperature plots along the evaluation
line (0, y) using (left) coarse and (right) fine meshes.
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Table 5.3 shows relative errors obtained in the analyses using the standard, fully enriched and
combined methods. We see that the use of the interpolation covers results into excellent accuracy,
even when using the coarse mesh, and therefore the use of different covers in different parts of
the problem domain can be numerically beneficial.
Table 5.3. Analysis of heat transfer problem: comparison of total number
(DOFs) and relative errors in energy norm.
Linear
Ic' Ic 2  IC( 0"' 2
element
Coarse mesh DOFs 72 216 432 135
Errors (%) 8.90 3.19 2.41 3.44
Fine mesh DOFs 242 726 1452 295
Errors (%) 2.71 0.48 0.27 1.75
of degrees of freedom
Ic{1,2}
237
2.86
750
0.45
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CHAPTER 6:
SOLUTION EXAMPLES
WITH ADAPTIVE INTERPOLATION
This chapter presents a fully adaptive interpolation procedure in which different cover
orders are automatically determined so that a desired solution accuracy can be efficiently
obtained. In the standard finite element methods, we cannot improve the solution unless either
the local or the global mesh density changes. However, since the cover interpolation is
compatible, an arbitrary combination of cover series can be chosen (see Eq. (18)), hence we can
minimize the arduous meshing task if the cover orders are distributed well enough. An ideal
adaptive scheme should give a better accuracy with a smaller computational cost compared to
using high-order finite elements (see Figure 6.1).
Quadratic and " Quadratic and
higher covers higher covers
E QuadraticQuadratic element Qu at
& Linear covers
0
e 40 LinearFA
covers
element 
em
300
Mesh density Mesh density
Figure 6.1. A preferred adaptive cover interpolation scheme.
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In the adaptive interpolation procedure, we shall use cover orders up to cubic, i.e.
o p(i) < 3, Vi to provide a more flexible adaptive interpolation range. We focus on the analysis
of problems in solid mechanics, and similar ideas can be directly applied to the analysis of
problems in heat transfer and other problems.
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6.1. Strategy of the Adaptive Interpolation Procedure
The goal is to determine cover orders for efficient stress predictions. In this section, we
present some conditions under which the adaptive procedure can be successful.
* Requirement 1: The mesh being employed should be fine enough to grasp the
characteristics of the solution using the traditional finite element interpolations. Even if the
enriched interpolation enables the capturing of higher gradients of the field, using meshes that
are too coarse can frequently yield inaccurate results. Hence, we assume the engineer or scientist
is able to use a reasonable mesh for the given problem.
* Requirement 2: Once a reasonable mesh has been used, we determine the cover orders
using the solution (the preliminary solution) obtained with a mesh of 3-node triangular and 4-
node tetrahedral elements in 2D and 3D analyses, respectively. Therefore, an appropriate
posteriori adaptivity indicator must be able to provide a robust decision of cover orders to reach a
given accuracy requirement.
Based on the requirements, we develop an adaptive solution procedure according to the
following strategic verification steps:
* Step 1: We define an error bar (or error criterion)3, that is an accuracy requirement in
stress in the relative sense.
* Step 2: We perform the analysis using a reasonably selected sequence of meshes. Starting
from a coarse mesh, and whenever the solution is not accurate enough (measured based on the
error bar) we use a finer mesh and solve again until the accuracy satisfies the error criterion.
e Step 3: We perform Step 2 with quadratic elements to compare the costs of computation
used in the two approaches.
3 In practice, it is difficult (or almost impossible) to control a solution so that its accuracy is exactly on the criterion;
hence more or higher-order covers should be introduced to reach errors smaller than necessary.
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The adaptive procedure may not be cost-effective depending on the mesh selected. Since
the most accurate solution would be obtained with the cubic cover interpolations applied to all
nodes, it is clear that, for a given mesh, there is a limit to the solution accuracy that can be
obtained. Hence, a reasonable mesh must be used so that the required solution accuracy is not too
far from the accuracy obtained with that mesh.
Of course, the traditional way to proceed is to re-mesh or use higher-order elements when
greater solution accuracy is needed. However, the adaptive scheme can provide more flexibility
to acquire a desired accuracy without any re-meshing or changing mesh topology and hence
requires significantly less human effort. Hence, it is essential to develop an estimator that
determines appropriate cover orders.
In the illustrative solution examples in Sections 6.3 and 6.4, to study the computational
effectiveness we also compare the solution times used to reach a specified accuracy when
employing the automatic enrichment procedure compared to simply using a finer mesh or higher-
order elements. All solutions were run using the program PASFEACI, which was developed
from the program STAP provided in [4], in which the cover enrichments have been coupled with
the standard low-order elements. (See APPENDIX A.) The linear system equations were solved
using the direct Gaussian elimination, which requires computational times approximately
proportional to 1/2 nii4 for the matrix factorization where n and iK denote the order and mean
half-bandwidth of the coefficient matrix [4], respectively. The calculations were performed on a
PC under 64-bit Microsoft Windows 7 operating system and a single Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU
(Q840 @ 1.87GHz).
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6.2. A Procedure to Improve the Stress Predictions
In order to introduce a robust adaptive interpolation scheme, we need to estimate the
local solution quality and determine which orders and where we should apply the covers. Hence,
a reliable accuracy measurement is required. Various posteriori error estimation methods have
been developed over many years to evaluate the quality of the finite element analysis by
establishing global energy estimates in the forms of the residual method [78-80] or recovery
methods [81]. However, such global energy-based measures are not sufficient to ensure local
accuracy and need to be used with care. Babuska and Miller [82] and Kelly and Isles [83]
included dimensional local values such as displacements, stresses and intensity factors. Recently,
the idea of a local error estimate to include the quantities of interest has been proposed [84-88].
These approaches enforce local equilibrium by solving an auxiliary boundary value problem for
the interior element residual, or inter-element Neumann problem for the jump in the gradient,
successfully providing the upper and lower bounds of the error estimate. Using those techniques,
we can determine whether elements need to be enlarged or refined so that the element
contributions to the total error in energy norm is about the same [88]. However, it is very
difficult to ascertain the degree of refinements that is needed. In addition, those estimations
frequently require additional finite element structures that often complicate the existing finite
element code. Adopting an intuitive approach, Bathe and Zhang [11] used low-order elements
for an adaptive meshing for fluid flow analyses, in which elements are distributed so that the
characteristic element size times the gradient of the field remains constant over the complete
domain. Such treatment yields about a constant increase in field in each element, which can be
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optimal depending on the purpose of analysis. Such adaptive error control is also used with the
aforementioned methods, but adapting a mesh is not the subject of this work.
An explicit error estimator presented in [88] provides a local error indicator q,,, for
element m such as
r72 = c1h2 |R| 2 () + c2h||j| (87)
where R and J denote the interior element residual and the jump in gradient across the element,
respectively, and the constants c1 and c2 are generally unknown, since they depend on the exact
solution which is not known, and need to be estimated. It is important that the (squared) indicator
shows second-order convergence for the residual and first-order convergence for the jump with
respect to the discretization size h . Considering a reasonably fine mesh being used (as
mentioned in Requirement 1) in this work, and assuming that the constants c and c2 have about
the same order in their magnitudes, we neglect the influence of the interior element residual since
the contribution of inter-element requirement is dominant.
Note that the estimation used in this work should be a reliable error estimation. Hence, it
is important to build a rigorous structure between the quantity we measure and the outputs we
will use. To summarize, we seek an adaptivity indicator for
" measuring the stress jump evaluated at all nodes, and
" providing required local interpolation cover orders to reach the error criterion.
The requirements we would like to fulfill with the selected error (or adaptivity) indicator are:
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* The indicator should be simple and computationally efficient, that is inexpensive to compute
when measured on the total computation time used for the solution.
" The indicator should asymptotically converge as the actual error converges.
" The indicator should yield a direct decision of cover series and be robust for a wide range of
problems for all dimensions.
e Any induced additional parameter should be general and independently applicable in all
problem categories.
Based upon these, we shall introduce an adaptivity indicator in the following subsections.
6.2.1. Pointwise Evaluations
While the convergence of finite element solutions is theoretically supported by evaluating
error using the Hilbert (or Sobolev) norms [4], here we adopt pointwise evaluations of the error
and jump in that they give very simple evaluations even in three-dimensional implementations.
Let us first define the magnitude of errors, for example, in strain evaluated at node i as
~E (88)
where c, and Eh denote the exact and computed strain averaged at node i, respectively. To
obtain a global accuracy, we take the mean value of the pointwise errors, i.e.
_LN= (89)
N i=1
where N denotes the total number of nodes used in the mesh. The overbar (-), throughout this
chapter, denotes the globally representative (or global, for short) quantity which is the average of
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all nodal point quantities. In order to compare the difference between T' and u -h H(n) '
consider the one-dimensional and constant cross-sectional bar analysis as shown in Figure 6.2
(a). The graph in the figure shows the analytical, element-wise and averaged strains computed
using the standard 2-node linear elements. As seen the figure, the evaluation of u-u H(n) is
nonzero in all elements, while the e are all zero except at the boundary nodes. Since we use
smoothed (averaged) values for the nodal strain eh , the errors are also smoothed out. Figure 6.2
(b) shows a varying cross-sectional bar analysis, which was also solved in Section 3.2.2, where
the convergence of actual errors, obtained by a sequence of equal-length elements, evaluated by
the two approaches are shown. Due to the smoothing effect of the averaging process, the error
evaluated using T' converges faster than the one using the H(n) seminorm. We observed that
the u - uh H() converges with the order of 0.97, and T' does with the order of 1.83.
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A(x) = A, + x(A- -A,)
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Figure 6.2. One-dimensional bar analyses with E =2e10, A1 =0.01, A2 =1,L=, R =1586e4,
fB = 2e7: (a) constant cross-sectional bar and strain plots, and (b) varying cross-sectional bar
and the plots of error in strain.
While there is no theoretical proof to support the convergence behavior of the globally
averaged nodal quantities, we observed similar convergences in all cases. The key advantage in
the use of the averaged quantities is its simplicity to evaluate it regardless of the dimension. In
addition, it is more practically useful and physically meaningful since the evaluation is done in
specific regions (points) of interest. We shall present how the pointwise error measure can be
related to the evaluation of jumps in the following subsection.
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6.2.2. Error Measurement via Stress Jumps
Let us consider a stress quantity of interest (say r ). The strategy is to enrich the linear
element solution using higher-order covers according to
Yea L>
ye'rme <
1 increase cover order
1 no change
where rme. is the mean stress value of computed nodal stresses r," over the complete domain
and Z[ = , -r h is the error in stress at node i, defined as in Eq. (88), using the exact stress r,
and computed nodal stress rh at node i, ye is a small constant specified by users so that Eq. (90)
becomes a normalized quantity to estimate relative errors. We adopt ye = 0.02 throughout this
work. Since the error (or the exact solution) is unknown, we shall adopt the largest stress jump,
instead of the error, defined as
J:= max {r(m) min{Z(m)}
mem'(i) I mem,(i) I I
(91)
where jrm() denotes the nodal stress evaluated at node i for element m. We search over all
elements connected to the node i, and, therefore, m(i) denotes the set of elements participating
to cover C,, i.e.
m,(i):={m: C, l s m 0}. (92)
Note that the jump J,' is always positive regardless of the kind of stress. Similarly, we have the
global jump value
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(90)
J' - LJI'. (93)
N
averaged over the complete domain.
To study the behavior of the stress jump values and to see its global tendency related to
the actual relative error, we consider the ad hoc problem shown in Figure 3.7, also solved in
Section 3.2.3. Figure 6.3 shows the sequence of meshes used for the analyses. The finer meshes
(Mesh 4, Mesh 5, etc.) can be directly inferred from the patterns shown. Figures 6.4 and 6.5
respectively show the calculated von Mises stress and the pressure when using Mesh 2, as each
cover scheme is applied. The figures illustrate how the stress jumps decrease and in fact almost
disappear as the order of covers is increased.
Mesh 1 Mesh 2 Mesh 3
Figure 6.3. Sequence of meshes used for the analysis of the ad hoc test problem.
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Figure 6.4. Plots of von Mises stress field: (a) exact solution, and solutions in Mesh 2 using (b)
linear element, (c) linear covers, (d) quadratic covers, and (e) cubic covers.
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Figure 6.5. Plots of pressure field: (a) exact solution, and solutions in Mesh 2 using (b) linear
element, (c) linear covers, (d) quadratic covers, and (e) cubic covers (where r, denotes pressure).
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Figure 6.6. Ad hoc problem: convergence of the global stress jumps and errors in the von Mises
stress results (vertical axis is also log10 scale).
Figure 6.6 shows the convergence behaviors, obtained using the mesh refinements as
given in Figure 6.3, of the global stress jumps and errors in von Mises stress calculated using
each order of scheme for the ad hoc example. Both the jumps and errors are the averaged values
of the pointwise evaluations as presented in Section 6.2.1. It is a very important fact that both
error and jump values converge, while the errors are smaller and converge faster than the jumps.
This implies that the convergence curves of jump and error have similarities. Therefore, in order
for the jump to represent the actual errors as closely as possible, we introduce the following
evaluation:
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I1.Ir
M = N D (94)
re 'mean
where D denotes the physical dimension of the problem and A is a constant. Eq. (94) is a
modification of Eq. (90) to calibrate the convergence of stress jump towards the convergence of
error using an unknown constant A and a natural relation between the element size h and the
number of nodes, i.e.
h-~N-1D (95)
Even if the convergence is theoretically established with respect to the element size, in order for
a successful finite element solution procedure, it is more practical to see whether a sufficient
number of nodes is properly distributed rather than to see whether actual element sizes are small
enough, since the relative accuracy does not depend on the domain size. In order to represent a
true relative error using Eq. (94), we introduce the following assumption based on the
convergence behaviors of jump and error:
ASSUMPTION I
* For any standard or enriched finite element solution obtained using a reasonably fine mesh,
there exist problem-dependent constants A and c (> 0) such that the quantity
M M' 1 J' 96M c 7 ID (96)
C C re 'meanNA
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is close to the actual relative global error in stress 1z . With properly selected constants, a
numerical solution is sought to be on the exact accuracy criterion if the above quantity M' is
equal to unity. m
Conceptually, the adaptivity threshold constant c is to provide a vertical shifting of the
convergence curve of jump calibrated by A . While we have no mathematical proof for the
convergence of the pointwise estimations of jump and error, we have observed that
ASSUMPTION I holds in most of examples as long as the meshes are reasonably chosen. Hence,
we demonstrate the adaptive interpolation procedure assuming that ASSUMPTION I always
holds. If we could find such problem-dependent constants A and c, we shall employ the global
estimation given in Eq. (94) to determine the local cover orders to use based on the following
scheme:
0 if A <cN
1 if cN <cL inP') (97)
2 if cL < Q
3 if c. Aci
where the subscripts N, L and Q denote that the constants ck are associated with the solution
using no, linear and quadratic covers, respectively, and the local indicator is defined as
= ' D (98)
yeimeanN-N
Note that in Eq. (98) only AN is considered since the adaptive covers are determined from no-
cover solution.
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For the mean stress rmea we may use either the simple average of nodal values given as
1 N
or the average of the squared stresses, i.e.
r"mean = (100)
where r h is a vector listing all nodal stresses r, Vi. The mean stress asymptotically converges
to a particular value (i.e. actual mean stress) as the mesh is refined. We observed in most cases
that the mean stress given in Eq. (100) is more stable and converges faster to a particular value
than Eq. (99). Figure 6.7 shows the convergence behavior of the mean von Mises stress and
pressure observed for the ad hoc example. In addition, as mentioned earlier, since the stress jump
converges with respect to element size or 1 / N/D ,we can regard that the number of nodes used
for the analysis is the only control variable to change the value M once the constants A and c
are specified, under the assumption that the mesh is reasonably selected.
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Figure 6.7. Behavior of the averaged squared stresses (the vertical axis is in log scale).
6.2.3. Adaptivity Constants
The constants ck, k = N, L and Q in Eq. (97) are to determine the cover series to be
used, which shift the calibrated jump measured to the actual relative error. We name them
adaptivity constants or shifting constants based on their meaning. If the problem-dependent
constants Ak and ck are properly obtained, the quantity given in Eq. (96) is close to the true
relative error in stress r of the problem considered. Since those constants are unknown in
general, however, we first consider a specific model example which shows ideal convergences to
calculate the constants, and employ them applicable to other problems.
As a model example in this work, we adopt the ad hoc problem. The observed
convergence orders obtained with respect to 1 / N"' for the ad hoc example are approximately
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aj = 0.8 for jump in linear element solution
aN =1.6 for error in linear element solution
aL = 2.1 for error in linear cover solution
a = 3.8 for error in quadratic cover solution
Since we shall use the jump in stress evaluated using the linear element solution, the jumps for
the cover solutions are not necessary. To calibrate the convergences, we have
AN= aN 
-J
AL aL -aJ . (102)
AQ =a . -a,
Each adaptivity constant is the value of M when the total number of nodes reaches a critical
number Nc,, where the relative error exactly on the specified criterion, to make the quantity in
Eq. (96) unity, i.e.
M-1 => C -cr (103)
CN N=NcrN=Ne r
The constants cL and cQ can be determined in the same way using AL and AQ, respectively, but
using J' of the linear element solution in that mesh density since we shall use the linear element
solution to determine cover orders in this work. Then we can obtain an approximation of the
relative errors, i.e. M', as a function of total number of nodes using the linear least squares
fitting. For the von Mises stress results of the ad hoc analysis, we observed the following
relations:
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A_ 15 _" 25 _ " 535
CN eNN/2  CL yeNa C yeNa 2  (104)
Figure 6.8 shows the comparison of actual relative errors in von Mises stress and the error
(adaptivity) indicators given in Eq. (104) for the ad hoc analysis. As seen in the figure, the
experimentally computed indicators excellently represent actual relative errors especially when
the mesh is fine enough.
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Figure 6.8. Comparison between relative errors and experimentally obtained error indicators
using no, linear and quadratic covers for the von Mises stress of the ad hoc analysis.
Let us find now the constants ck applicable to other problems. Assuming, for now, that
the convergence calibration constants A4 are invariants, there exists a constant cn such that the
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quantity in Eq. (96) with ce, can become independent of problems-that is, any problem with a
properly chosen cn, can be mapped into the error estimation for the model example, i.e.
-r 
-
4model A/new (105)
Cmodel Cnew
for any mesh density. Simply, the constant for a new problem is then given by
-T
C = new (106)
S / C)model
where the denominator is given by Eq. (104) in this work. Note that Eqs. (105) and (106) work
for all cover orders (we dropped the subscript k for a simple notation). Eq. (106) denotes a ratio
of the error estimator for the new problem to the actual error for the model problem when the
mesh density of the new problem is used. It should be noted that the value Mnew / C.ew in general
does not represent the relative error of the new problem considered, while the left-hand-side of
Eq. (105) represents a real relative error of the model problem. If the value Mnew converges with
the equal rate for the mA4odel, assuming that Ak is an invariant, the scheme can work optimally.
However, that is not generally true especially when mesh is not very fine. Therefore, controlling
the accuracy may not be optimally performed using Eq. (106), but we can handle the accuracy by
changing A,, see Section 6.5.
One can seek different approaches depending on the analysis purpose. For example, if the
errors are evaluated in Hilbert norms, the constants aN . aL and aQ should be changed. Stress
jumps may also be evaluated along the element edges (not pointwise evaluations), and other
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accuracy tolerances Y, can be chosen, which give entirely different shifting (adaptivity)
constants cN, CL and cQ and different relations with the ones given in Eq. (104). However, even
if we found the relations of Eq. (104) based on a single problem, the scheme is quite acceptable
because 1/ all quantities and estimations introduced in this section are normalized (dimensionless
and relative) values, and 2/ the adaptive scheme is designed based on the essential feature,
namely, convergences of jump and error. The biggest advantage of this scheme is that it is rather
straightforward and simple to implement even for three-dimensional analyses since all
evaluations occur at nodal points, and hence the usual finite element data structure can be
directly used. We shall verify and demonstrate the performance of the proposed adaptive scheme
through some practical 2D and 3D examples.
With this adaptivity indicator any stress quantity of interest can be used, but in this work,
we employ jumps of the von Mises stress and the pressure so that both the deviatoric stress and
pressure components are entering the choice of cover, i.e.
MA = .M + (107)2
However, here it is important to realize that one of the values may be much larger than the other,
hence it may be necessary to apply Eq. (97) separately for the von Mises stress and pressure with
different constants, and then use the highest cover value required at a node. For instance, we can
decide whether the cover orders should be increased or not based on:
1 I J + J' = CN increase cover order (108)
27,NAN ( VM 'rp mchangean eN n
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where cN =iflc ,cP}.
No jump occurs at corner nodes where the nodal point is not shared by other elements. In
this case, we simply adopt the maximal jump among all nodal jump values in that element, see
Figure 6.9. This treatment prevents deterioration of local accuracy which can be induced by
imposing no cover at that node.
k -> M=max{MJM}
Figure 6.9. Evaluation of jumps at corner nodes.
As an illustration, Figure 6.10 shows results obtained with the scheme for the ad hoc
problem using Meshes 2-4. As seen, the cover orders are automatically determined to improve
the accuracy, and the required number of enrichments naturally decreases as the mesh is refined.
Table 6.1 gives some quantitative comparisons of the solution errors in the 1- and 2-norms
defined in Eqs. (99) and (100). As seen in the figure and table, if the provided mesh is fine
enough, like Mesh 3, the required solution accuracy is reached by dominantly using high-order
covers, while if the mesh is not sufficiently fine, like Mesh 2, the required solution accuracy is
not reached even though the highest-order covers are used almost over the complete domain. The
Mesh 2 results are not sufficiently accurate although the stress jumps in Figures 6.4 and 6.5 can
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hardly be seen. Therefore, it is important to use a reasonably fine mesh in the complete solution
process, but that will generally be the case in engineering practice.
Table 6.1. Comparison of relative errors in 1- and 2-noms for von Mises stress and pressure.
Relative errors in 1-norm Relative errors in 2-norm
Mesh
Linear Adaptive Linear Adaptive Linear Adaptive Linear Adaptive
element covers element covers element covers element covers
2 51.0 5.1 81.0 3.5 59.3 8.4 80.0 3.1
3 22.2 0.9 33.9 0.7 36.4 1.2 44.7 0.7
4 8.2 0.9 11.0 0.7 18.6 1.0 20.5 0.6
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Linear element solution Adaptive cover orders Adaptive cover solution
(a)
(b)
30
30
10
10
* No cover * Linear covers A Quadratic covers Cubic cowrs
(c)
Figure 6.10. Enriching von Mises stress prediction by the proposed adaptive scheme using (a)
Mesh 2, (b) Mesh 3, (c) Mesh 4.
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6.3. 2D Simulations with Adaptive Interpolations
In this section we give various solutions obtained using the scheme presented above. We
first consider two-dimensional (2D) solutions, of course obtained using the 3-node triangular
elements. Our strategy in this section is to use a sequence of meshes and obtain the solutions
until the solution accuracies fall below the specified error bar y, using the adaptive procedure as
well as usual high-order elements. Using such series of meshes, we compare the accuracies and
computation times used for the analyses.
In all analyses, we assumed the global error and jump converge and used AN = 0.8 to
calibrate the evaluation of stress jump, and therefore some examples may not be optimally
solved. We also present the accuracy controlling technique in Section 6.5.
6.3.1. Tool Jig Problem
We begin by considering a two-dimensional tool jig problem subjected to a constant
pressure load as shown in Figure 6.11 (a). Since the analytical solution is not available, we used
a very fine 40,000 9-node elements leading to 323,200 degrees of freedom to obtain a reference
solution. Figure 6.11 (b) shows the reference von Mises plot obtained. Using the proposed
adaptive scheme and quadratic elements, we compare the solution accuracies and computational
costs using Meshes 1-4 as shown in Figure 6.11 (c). In addition, the stress results are compared
at evaluation point P and along the stress evaluation line AA, as given in the figure.
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p= 100
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(a) (b)
;? 5M'
Mesh 3 Mesh 4
(c)
Figure 6.11. 2D tool jig problem, (a) problem description, E = 72e9, v = 0.3, (b) reference von
Mises stress plot, and (c) meshes used.
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Figure 6.12. Von Mises stress results: (a) enriching solutions using the proposed adaptive
interpolation, and (b) solutions using quadratic elements.
Figure 6.12 (a) shows how the adaptive interpolation performed to increase accuracies in
von Mises stress from the linear element solutions. As seen in the figure, the solutions are greatly
improved by using the interpolation covers. It should be noted that the adaptive scheme
appropriately distributes cover orders for the given meshes-if the mesh is very coarse like Mesh
1, then higher-order covers are mostly used, while if the mesh becomes finer like Mesh 4, then
low order interpolations become more predominant. The fact that the cubic covers are mostly
assigned in Mesh 1 means that the mesh is not fine enough to reach the desired accuracy using
up to cubic covers. Figure 6.12 (b) shows the analysis results using the 6-node quadratic
elements. As seen, the von Mises stress at the evaluation point P are almost equal for the two
schemes, while the adaptive scheme is numerically more efficient as shown in Table 6.2.
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Figure 6.13 shows the plots of von Mises stress and pressure results along the specified
stress evaluation line AA, where we can see that the overall stress results are excellent using for
the two schemes when fine meshes are employed. While results obtained using the adaptive
scheme are slightly better with Meshes 1-2 than the results using the quadratic elements, the
quadratic element solutions are slightly better using Mesh 3. This is because no covers are
adopted in many areas in Mesh 3, but it is acceptable since the overall solutions are accurate
enough. We can also control the cover distributions by slightly adjusting the calibration constant
A , see Section 6.3.
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Figure 6.13. Plots of (left) von Mises stress and (right) pressure along the evaluation line AA
(y = 10 in Figure 11. (a)) in (a) Mesh 1, (b) Mesh 2, (c) Mesh 3.
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Table 6.2. Computation report for the two-dimensional tool jig problem.
Linear element Adaptive scheme Quadratic element
Mesh 1
r, at point P ( error in %) 4761 (-63%) 12068 (-8%) 14469 (10%)
DOFs 150 1436 510
(mK /K) (133/13) (1275/137) (491/69)
Computation time (sec) 0.0 0.6 0.0
Cond(K) usual bases 1.5e5 2.8e10 1.3e4
normalized bases 2.le9
Mesh 2
r, at point P ( error in %) 7837 (-41%) 13318 (2%) 13064 (-0.9%)
DOFs 526 3262 1918
(mK /nK) (485/26) (3011/179) (1875/197)
Computation time (sec) 0.1 1.3 0.6
Cond(K) usual bases 1.1e6 6.2e9 7.6e4
normalized bases 7.8e7
Mesh 3
zr at point P ( error in %) 10435 (-23%) 13271 (0.6%) 13146 (-0.3%)
DOFs 1950 7954 7422
(mK / inK) (1861/57) (7271/272) (7331/645)
Computation time (sec) 0.3 3.5 14.2
Cond(K) usual bases 6.7e6 1.9e8 3.6e5
normalized bases 2.3e7
Mesh 4
I' at point P ( error in %) 11663 (-12%) 13135 (-0.4%) 13225 (0.3%)
DOFs 6654 11818 25918
(mK / iK) (6469/121) (11569/278) (25731/2419)
Computation time (sec) 1.5 6.0 666.4
Cond(K) usual bases 2.5e7 4.3e8 1.3e6
normalized bases 7.le7
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6.3.2. Plate with a Hole
We consider a plate with a large circular hole in its centre subjected to the traverse
pressure load as shown in Figure 6.14 (a). We seek the von Mises stress at a particular point and
the stresses along the perimeter of the circular hole (the evaluation curve) using the standard 3-
node element, and with and without covers, and using the 6-node quadratic elements for Meshes
1-2 shown in Figure 6.14 (b). The reference solution was obtained using a 8,192 9-node element
mesh which leads to 66,560 degrees of freedom.
10
p=100
10
(a) (b)
Figure 6.14. Plate with a hole: (a) problem description, E = 72e9, v =0, and (b) meshes used.
Figure 6.15 shows the calculated von Mises stress band plots obtained using the adaptive
scheme and quadratic elements. The adaptive scheme with Mesh 1 uses mostly cubic covers,
while with Mesh 2 a significant number of lower order (quadratic) covers are used. Assuming
that a solution with no more than 2-3% errors in the von Mises stress at the evaluation point is
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- I
-7
r =4.5
n
sought, the quadratic element requires a mesh density used in Mesh 2, while this accuracy is
almost reached with both meshes using the adaptive cover scheme, see Table 6.3. While the
computational times used with the adaptive scheme are greater than those using the quadratic
element, the differences are not huge in this case. If even finer meshes are used, the quadratic
elements require more computation time since the adaptive scheme automatically reduces the
number of degrees of freedom as the mesh becomes finer. In addition, the condition number
observed in Mesh 1 with the adaptive scheme is high since a single linear element interpolation
is introduced, but the value is acceptable.
Physical equilibrium requires r,. = rm=0 along the circular evaluation curve, but
numerical solutions deviate from such equilibriums unless the mesh is very fine. Figure 6.16
shows the stress distributions along the evaluation curve using Mesh 2, in which the solution is
improved using covers, especially for the normal stress.
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Figure 6.15. Plots of calculated von Mises stress: (a) enriching solutions using the adaptive
scheme, and (b) solutions using quadratic elements.
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Figure 6.16. Stress distributions along the circular evaluation curve: (a) von Mises stress, (b)
shear stress, and (c) normal stress.
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Table 6.3. Computation report for the plate with a hole problem.
Linear element Adaptive scheme Quadratic element
Mesh 1
r,. at eval. pt. ( error in %) 1458 (-77%) 6446 (2%) 5758 (-9%)
DOFs 222 2118 798
(mK / K) (215/20) (2057/198) (793/85)
Computation time (sec) 0.0 1.2 0.1
usual bases 1.lel1
Cond(K) 1.0e5 4.le4
normalized bases 2.0elO
Mesh 2
rVM at eval. pt. ( error in %) 2662 (-58%) 6177 (-1%) 6189 (-1%)
DOFs 830 4390 3134
(MK / K) (799/47) (4215/262) (3117/243)
Computation time (sec) 0.1 2.7 1.1
usual bases 1.2e9
Cond(K) 8.le5 1.6e8
normalized bases 8.8e6
6.3.3. Material Interaction
Consider two equal-radius round objects (say, columns) encircled by a plate under a
compressing pressure load as shown in Figure 6.17 (a). We consider two different materials
under the plane stress assumption-E, and v, for the plate and E2 and v2 for the columns. The
stress field is complicated due to the interaction between materials and not symmetric because
the stiffer objects are not located at the same level. Figure 6.17 (b) shows the reference von
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Mises stress plot obtained using a very fine 10,800 9-node element mesh leading to 150,082
degrees of freedom. We compare the solutions using the adaptive scheme and the quadratic
element with the meshes given in Figure 6.17 (c).
10
(a)
Mesh 1
= 198.7
5
p= 100 (b)
EFFECTIVE:
STRESS
RS1 CM.C
11ME M00[200.0
106.?
40.0I6.
Mesh 2
(c)
Figure 6.17. Interaction between two materials: (a) problem description, E =72e9, v = 0.3,
E2 = 72el2, v2 = 0.4, (b) von Mises stress plot of the reference solution, (c) a sequence of
meshes used.
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It should be noted that the covers must not be used at the nodes located at the material
interfaces, because it is the strain jump that the cover interpolations decrease, and not the stress
jumps. In an homogeneous material, both the stresses and strains are continuous, while only the
stresses are continuous at these bi-material interfaces. If cover degrees of freedom are applied
along the material interfaces, the smoothed inter-element strains dramatically deteriorate the
solution accuracy.
In Figure 6.18 (a) and (b), the resulting adaptive and quadratic element solutions are
presented, respectively. As seen in the figure, the adaptive scheme efficiently uses cover orders
to obtain good accuracy even with the coarsest mesh. In this problem solution, we can relatively
easily obtain a good accuracy, compared to problems in Sections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 because the
actual solution does not contain a high stress concentration.
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(b)
Figure 6.18. Plots of calculated von Mises stress: (a) enriching solutions using the adaptive
scheme, and (b) solutions using quadratic elements.
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Mesh 2
|'r.,.=222 (-12%)|
We consider a stress evaluation point P and a curve (along the perimeter of the left
column, parameterized by #) as shown in Figure 6.17 (a). Figure 6.19 shows stress plots of z,
and r, (averaged at nodes) along the evaluation curve obtained using Mesh 2, where we can see
both approaches provide good accuracies. Table 6.4 gives the computational results of the
schemes employed. As seen, the adaptive scheme uses a slightly larger computation time and
more degrees of freedom than the quadratic elements for similar solution accuracies for Mesh 2.
However, Mesh 1 performs particularly well, which shows how successful the adaptive scheme
can be used regardless of discretization.
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Figure 6.19. Stress plots of the material interaction problem using Mesh 2: (a) r, and (b) ,
along the evaluation curve ( 0 0 # 2;r).
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Table 6.4. Computation report for the material interaction problem.
Linear element Adaptive scheme Quadratic element
Mesh 1
TVM at point P ( error in %) 181 (-9%) 204 (3%) 222 (-12%)
DOFs 374 2010 1448
(MK / MK) (279/49) (1383/327) (1997/215)
Computation time (sec) 0.1 1.4 0.4
usual bases 4.le9
Cond(K) 2.0e8 2.7e6
normalized bases 6.2e7
Mesh 2
ry. at point P ( error in %) 192 (-3%) 205 (3%) 205 (3%)
DOFs 1352 5092 5312
(mK/IK ) (901/115) (3213/578) (4219/495)
Computation time (sec) 0.3 5.1 4.7
usual bases 2.7e9
Cond(K) 7.6e7 1.6e7
normalized bases 1 .9e8
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6.4. 3D Simulations with Adaptive Interpolations
In this section we consider some 3D simulations and evaluate the adaptive cover scheme
much as we did in the 2D analyses. While linear covers can be more efficient than quadratic
elements as presented in Section 4.2, the use of three-dimensional higher-order covers yields a
rapidly increasing number of unknowns. Indeed, a complete three-dimensional cubic cover
function contains 20 polynomial bases for each variable, hence the numerical efficiency
measured upon the accuracy improvement is not as great as those in one- or two-dimensional
analyses. Therefore, in three-dimensional analyses, we shall use the automatic adaptive
procedure, but strategically employ cubic covers only where the accuracy loss is considered
severe. For this, we take auxiliary cubic covers only for the 10% of total covers which have the
highest Af values measured. We experienced that such treatment with the use of reasonably
fine meshes saves memories and is more efficient.
6.4.1. Slantly-Cut Body with a Tunnel
We consider a body cut slantly with a round tunnel subjected to a constant pressure load
as shown in Figure 6.20 (a). Due to the asymmetric geometry about the x -axis, the stress
concentrations would be higher than those presented in Section 6.3.2. In Figure 6.20 (b), two
meshes employed are shown, in which the stress evaluation line AA (x =0, y = -5) is also
defined. The reference solution was obtained using a very fine 163,166 10-node element mesh,
leading to 738,129 degrees of freedom.
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Figure 6.20. Slantly-cut body with a round tunnel, (a) problem description, E = 72e9, v = 0.3,
and (b) tetrahedral meshes used.
Figure 6.21 shows the von Mises stress and pressure results obtained using the proposed
adaptive scheme and quadratic elements, and Figure 6.22 shows the stress results along the
evaluation line. As seen in the figure, the adaptive scheme provides good accuracy using Mesh 2,
while the quadratic elements presented significant loss in accuracy. For Mesh 2, the adaptive
scheme uses more degrees of freedom and is more accurate but uses less computation time (see
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Table 6.5). With the quadratic elements, a finer mesh is needed to reach a desired result, but in
such a case the solution time would dramatically increase with the mesh density. The differences
in computation times shown in Table 6.5 are practically acceptable considering the effort and
time for remeshing. It should be noted that the solution times for the adaptive scheme do not
increase as much as for the quadratic element method. Hence, we have more flexibility in
choosing a proper mesh with the adaptive interpolation technique.
Table 6.5. Computation report for the slantly-cut body problem.
Mesh 1 Mesh 2
Adaptive Quadratic Adaptive Quadratic
scheme element scheme element
DOFs 7575 4719 14280 11310
(MK / MK) (7352/2356) (4697/2144) (13766/4353) (11288/5113)
Computation time (sec) 146 73 881 994
Cond(K) 1.8e7 1.8e8 2.2e11 8.5e11
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Figure 6.21. Von Mises stress and pressure calculation results of the slantly-cut body problem,
(a) adaptive scheme solutions, and (b) quadratic element solutions.
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Figure 6.22. Von Mises stress and pressure plots along the evaluation line AA
(r, denotes pressure).
6.4.2. 3D Tool Jig
We consider a three-dimensional tool jig subjected to a linearly varying pressure load
as shown in Figure 6.23 (a). In this example, we employ two different meshing patterns as
shown in Figure 6.23 (b)-A-type and B-type. Using these sequences of meshes, we repeat the
solution procedure until both the von Mises stress and pressure results arrive at 2-3% errors. The
reference solution was obtained using a 16,000 27-node brick element mesh leading to 423,360
degrees of freedom.
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Figure 6.23. Three-dimensional machine tool jig,
(a) problem description, E = 72e9, v = 0.3, and (b) meshes used.
We shall use A-type meshes for the adaptive scheme and B-type meshes to obtain a
quadratic element solution. For result comparisons, a stress evaluation window is defined as
shown in the figure. Figure 6.24 shows the band plots of von Mises stress and pressure using the
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specified meshes. Note that the colormap for pressure does not span the entire pressure range in
order to visualize all better. The quadratic elements present some loss of accuracy, while the
adaptive scheme gives good accuracy using both meshes. Figure 6.25 shows the stress results on
the stress evaluation window (the rectangle ABCD), in which averaged stresses at nodal points
are employed for the plots (hence the stresses are smooth). According to the figures and Table
6.6, the solutions obtained using the adaptive scheme are not only more accurate but also more
efficient than the quadratic element solutions. In order to improve the stress results for the
quadratic interpolation, the mesh needs to be further refined (see Figure 6.24), then we need
more computation time as well as the effort for re-meshing. On the other hand, the adaptive
scheme efficiently controls the accuracy, and we may choose required meshes with less care.
The reason that the von Mises stress result using quadratic elements looks better than
those using covers in Figure 6.25 is that the visualization of stress can heavily depend on the
mesh pattern when the element density is low, as in this case. Of course, we may use the same
mesh patterns for both approaches, but our study is to investigate the performance of the adaptive
scheme even under relatively coarser and differently patterned meshes.
Since the adaptive scheme does not yield many high-order covers in Mesh A2, the
accuracy is not much better than the solution using Mesh Al. In Section 6.5, we present an
adjustment technique to improve the accuracy when the computed solution is considered not
good enough.
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Figure 6.24. Results of tool jig analyses, (a) adaptive scheme solutions using Meshes Al and A2,
and (b) quadratic element solution using Mesh B 1.
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Figure 6.25. Comparison of calculated von Mises stress and pressure
on the stress evaluation window ABCD.
Table 6.6. Computation report for the tool jig problem.
Adaptive Adaptive Quadratic
scheme (Al) scheme (A2) element (B 1)
DOFs 8868 23700 35085
(mK/I F) (4673/888) (12752/1852) (19658/3333)
Computation time (sec) 28 1288 1491
Cond(K) 2.2e8 1.7e8 3.2e8
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6.4.3. A Cup with a Knob
Finally, we consider a cup-shape body with a rigid support at its bottom surface that
receives a pressure-induced torsion through a knob as shown in Figure 6.26 (a). Small fillets are
considered, where the stress is highly concentrated. Hence, we use many small elements near the
fillets, while the other regions are discretized coarsely, see Figure 6.26 (b). As seen in the figure,
we use Meshes 1-2 that have different mesh densities on the fillets. The reference solution was
obtained using a very fine 284,175 10-node element mesh leading to 1,233,948 degrees of
freedom.
Mesh 1
p = 100
15fillet radii 12
Y =0.1
y-z plane view Relatively coarse
element density
1
Mesh 2
fillet radii
-0.1
. L . - - - - - -
1
x-y plane view Relatively fine
element density
(a) (b)
Figure 6.26. Analysis of a cup with a knob, (a) problem description, E = 72e9, v =0.3, and (b)
locally refined meshes used.
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Figure 6.27 (a) shows the used adaptive covers, in which most of high-order covers are
used near the fillets and interface between the cup and knob. Since the resulting von Mises stress
is highly concentrated on the fillets, we evaluate the stress results along the evaluation line as
shown in Figure 6.27 (b). Figure 6.27 (c) gives the plot of von Mises stress obtained the
adaptive cover scheme and quadratic finite elements. As seen, the adaptive cover scheme gives
better results in both meshes, while using fewer degrees of freedom and shorter computation
times.
It should be noted that the matrix conditioning for locally refined meshes with the cover
scheme is not as good as those of the structured meshes (see Table 6.7). Since the adaptive
scheme automatically distributes high-order covers where the stress is highly concentrated, it is
recommended to use a relatively structured mesh, but also a reasonably fine mesh.
Table 6.7. Computation report for the cup-knob analysis.
Mesh 1 Mesh 2
Adaptive Quadratic Adaptive Quadratic
scheme element scheme element
DOFs 17793 17313 25533 37161
(MK / M~K) (17777/6109) (17198/7993) (25091/9114) (37088/17200)
Computation time (sec) 2437 3858 7259 36646
Cond(K) 6.6e11 3.5e6 2.le13 7.6e10
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Figure 6.27. Simulation results, (a) adaptive covers used in Meshes 1 and 2, (b) von Mises stress
plot using Mesh 1, and (c) von Mises stress results along the evaluation line.
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6.5. On Controlling Accuracy
In the 2D and 3D example solutions presented in Section 6.3 and 6.4, we assumed that
the difference between the convergence orders of error and jump is approximately AN = 0 .8 to
apply Eq. (98). A similar relation was observed in some other examples-for example, the one-
dimensional bar analysis shown in Figure 6.2. However, the difference of the convergence
orders can change depending on the actual solution or meshes used, and hence AN= 0.8 may not
be an appropriate calibration.
Even if we proposed a scheme which determines cover orders by enforcing AN= 0.8, it is
also possible to assign the calibration constant AN differently. For example, the adaptive scheme
gives a small number of high-order covers using Mesh A2 in the 3D tool jig example, and the
accuracy improvement is not significant, see Figure 6.23. This is because the indicator .
calculated with AN =0.8 is smaller than the actual error in the mesh considered, which yields too
many no cover interpolations. Since we can obtain the linear element solution inexpensively, it is
possible that the analyst changes (reduces) the value of AN if the cover orders are regarded not
properly distributed.
Figure 6.28 shows the cover distributions and stress results obtained using AN = 0.5 for
the problem given in Figures 6.23-6.24. As seen in the figure, a larger numbers of higher-order
covers are introduced for the smaller AN, but the accuracies are further increased. Of course, the
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computation times will increase. In this way, we can manually adjust the indicator only by
changing AN in Eq. (98). The adaptivity constants are determined as usual.
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Figure 6.28. Controlling accuracy by manually changing the convergence calibration constant.
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CHAPTER 7:
CONCLUSIONS
In this dissertation, we focused on a general procedure to improve the classical finite
element solutions by applying interpolation covers. The formulation to include the covers is a
direct extension of the traditional finite element formulation for the analyses of linear elastic
structures and heat transfer. We focused in the work on the effective use of the procedure by
enriching the traditional low-order element interpolation spaces (the constant strain elements).
As we pointed out, in general polynomial-based enrichments can be used in a variety of ways.
The cover scheme focused upon here provides smoother solutions and good convergence, and
can be used with relatively coarse meshes. The cover interpolation functions can also be used to
increase the solution accuracy when the mesh is heavily distorted.
The proposed scheme employs local nodal co-ordinate systems for the interpolation
covers, possible normalization, and the cover terms are removed at boundaries with Dirichlet
boundary conditions. This approach not only yields a nonsingular global stiffness matrix but also
improves matrix conditioning.
The estimation of the numerical expense indicates that the cover scheme can be more
efficient than using equivalent higher-order (i.e. quadratic) finite elements. This is mainly so,
because a simple mesh topology (3-node elements in 2D and 4-node elements in 3D solutions)
and finite element data structure are used, which usually yields a small (half-)bandwidth, which
then is increased by use of the covers. Numerically, compared to using high-order elements, we
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can have a relatively smaller mean bandwidth of the coefficient matrix, which yields significant
advantages in terms of the cost of computations.
An important aspect is that the interpolation space is enriched by the cover functions
without changing the mesh topology. Reasonably coarse meshes might be used, and if the results
obtained with the traditional finite elements are not acceptable, covers are adaptively applied to
obtain better solution results; hence such adaptive choice of cover functions provides good
potential to minimize the need of element refinement or re-meshing. We demonstrated a
combined interpolation technique based on evaluating the gradients of the calculated solution.
Furthermore, we illustrated a fully automatic adaptive scheme based on the essential
convergence features of the stress jump and error, in which the adaptivity ranges were problem-
dependently determined based on an error estimation using jump quantities of von Mises stress
and pressure. Of course, other criteria can be used depending on the analysis purpose.
Considering future research, we only considered in this work the linear analysis of
problems of solids and heat transfer. It would be valuable to develop the enrichment scheme for
the solution of dynamic and general nonlinear problems, for the analyses of contact (impact)
problems, for the analysis of shell structures using the mixed interpolations [4, 76], and also for
improving the geometry interpolation for complex boundaries [70-74].
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APPENDIX A:
PROGRAM FOR AUTOMATIC STATIC
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
WITH COVER INTERPOLATIONS
In this part, we briefly present on the implementation of the enriched finite element
analysis program used in this work: Program for Automatic Static Finite Element Analysis with
Cover Interpolations (PASFEACI). The program was developed from the STatic Analysis
Program (STAP) provided in ref. [4].
In this work, we employed the direct Gauss elimination to solve the linear system.
We used an active column solver COLSOL provided in ref. [4]. Using a compact one-
dimensional array A that stores only the fill-in components of the stiffness matrix below the
skyline shown in Figure A.1, we can efficiently calculate the solution for sparse, symmetric and
banded linear systems. The CPU time required in COLSOL for the LDLT decomposition is
approximately proportional to 1/ 2nn 2 and for the reduction and back-substitution is to 2 nmIK,
where n and niK are the order and mean half-bandwidth of the matrix. Thus, for a given matrix
order, it is efficient to have a small mean half-bandwidth, and therefore the use of low-order
elements is advantageous in terms of computation time.
Other key useful data structures are given in the following:
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* ID array: the ID arrays indicate whether a degree of freedom is active or not, in which the
essential boundary condition information is directly reflected. If ID(i) = 0, the corresponding
degree of freedom in the global system is defined at node i , while if ID( i ) = 1, the
corresponding degree of freedom is not used in the solution process. Since the enriched scheme
only uses displacement variable, we can have more compact arrays to represent the participating
nodes into the solution.
* NPBASE array: NPBASE is an one-dimensional array that indicates the number of polynomial
bases used at each cover. For example, NPBASE(i) = 1 for the usual finite element interpolation
at node i, and NPBASE(i) = 6 for the 2D quadratic covers at node i. NPBASE, together with
the total number of nodes, directly influences to the total degrees of freedom used in the solution
process.
* LM array: LM arrays are for finite-element-wise storing the assemblage degrees of freedom.
For each finite element, we assign an LM array whose nonzero components represent the local
numbering of degrees of freedom, and map their global positions in the stiffness given in the
location in the LM array. The information of NPBASE and ID arrays must be included when LM
arrays are built.
e MAXA array: the MAXA array stores the addresses of the diagonal elements of K in A, see
Figure A.1; i.e., the address of the i th diagonal element of K, k , in A is MAXA( I ).
MAXA(I ) is equal to the sum of the column heights up to the (i-1 )st column plus I. Hence,
the number of nonzero elements in the i th column of K is equal to MAXA(I +1 )-MAXA(I ),
and the element addresses are MAXA(I ), MAXA(I )+ 1, MAXA(I )+2, . . . , MAXA(I + 1)-1.
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It follows that using this storage scheme of K in A together with the address array MAXA, each
element of K in A can be easily addressed, see also ref. [4].
MK 3
k22 k23
k 33
line
0
0
1%s %
0
k34
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0
0
0
k45
sym
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Figure A.1. A compact storage scheme used for a typical stiffness matrix.
Using these data structures, the program PASFEACI solves linear elastic problems based
on the flow given in Figure A.2. The analyst should determine the order of scheme, element
groups, material properties, constitutive relation, externally applied loads and the numerical
integration orders, etc. In addition, the mesh data must be provided. In this work, we used a
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reliable package for solid modeling, Automatic Dynamic Incremental Nonlinear Analysis -
Modeler (ADINA-M). The exported data files from ADINA-M are used in PASFEACI for the
analyses.
PASFEACI
--------- ---- -- |- Human's work
_ _ -- -- -_ __-- --
m Import F.E. data structure
- local-global node map
- nodal coordinates
- boundary conditions
- external loads
- material interfaces
* Establish ID arrays
m Read/load cover orders
- active degrees of freedom
m Generate and store nodal data
- node-element data structure
- normalization lengths of cover DOFs
m Calculate load vectors
m Solve the linear system
- assemblage of global matrix
- LDLT factorization
- Reduction and back-substitution
m Calculate and store solutions
- displacement and cover DOFs
- stress components
L
*1 ADINA-M
*2 Choose among
- linear element
- linear covers
- quadratic covers
- cubic covers
-adaptive covers
L- - --_-- -- --
If the scheme
is adaptive
* Adaptive scheme
- adaptivitythreshold constants
- adaptive cover orders
covers
-- -- - - -- - -- - - -- - -- - - -- --En d- - - -- - -
Figure A.2. Overall enriched solution process used in PASFEACI.
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* Meshing procedures
- additional package*'
m Set control parameters:
- scheme order*2
- element groups
- material properties and laws
- loads' type, shape and magnitude
- integration order
- I
-- I-----------
